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SUMMARY
Enhancement of network data-plane functionality is an open problem that has
recently gained momentum. Addition and programmability of new functions inside
the network data-plane to enable high speed, complex network functions with mini-
mum resource utilization, is main focus of this thesis. In this work, we look at different
levels of the network data-plane design and using network virtualization and software
defined networking we propose data-plane enhancements to achieve these goals. This
thesis is divided into two parts, in first part we take a ground up approach where
we focus our attention at the fast path packet processing. Using hardware and soft-
ware based network virtualization we show how hardware and software based network
switches can be designed to achieve above mentioned goals. We then present a switch
design to quickly add these custom fast path packet processors to the network data-
plane using software defined networking. In second part of this thesis we take a top to
bottom approach where we present a programming abstraction for network operators
and a network function deployment system for this programming abstraction. We
use network virtualization and software defined networking to introduce new func-
tions inside the network data-plane while alleviating the network operators of the




Traditional networks mainly consist of end hosts, packet forwarding devices and the
connecting medium(wired or wireless). This dissertation deals with research work
done in the area of packet forwarding devices and their programmability. Packet
forwarding devices include switches, routers and middleboxes etc. With the improve-
ment in technology the boundaries between different packet forwarding devices are
blurring. In this dissertation we focus our attention on packet forwarding devices
that generally fall into switches, router and middleboxes categories.
Functionality of packet forwarding devices can be divided into control and data-
plane. Data plane is responsible for forwarding the packets and control plane is
responsible for establishing, maintaining and populating the forwarding tables of the
data plane device. Traditional packet forwarding devices have the control and data
plane packaged into a single device. The control plane runs on the same device as the
data plane. This allows each packet forwarding device to act independently from other
devices inside the network. This approach has worked for the networking community
for decades but with increasing network sizes and increasing configuration complexity
it has become more difficult to manage these networks [93] and has made them more
prone to errors [28].
Apart from difficulty in management and increase in errors, vertically integrated
packet forwarding devices have more importantly contributed in slow progress in net-
work control and data plane innovations. The standardization process to introduce
new changes in the protocols is lengthy and painful. Furthermore, any changes or
1
modifications in the devices supporting new protocol is a long process requiring con-
vergence of standardization committee and support from network equipment vendors.
In part, limitations to introduce any changes in the packet forwarding devices
gradually pushed networking community towards centralization and separation of
control and data plane [37, 41, 74, 151, 164]. This separation and centralization ulti-
mately paved way for innovations in the control plane and revival of software defined
networking.
Separation of control plane and data plane allows the network operators to eas-
ily introduce new control plane protocols. Before software defined networking any
innovation at the control plane required the approval and support from the network
equipment vendor. Separation and centralization of control plane [57, 117, 145, 164]
has allowed network operators to introduce new control plane features without any
support from network equipment vendors. Apart from custom control plane proto-
cols SDN(Software Defined Networking) also allows network operators to run multiple
control planes in parallel [139].
Control plane innovations have enabled network operators to introduce new pro-
tocols into their network without any support from the network vendors [139]. Even
with this centralization and separation, the innovation towards data plane functions
has largely been dependent on the standardization process from the standardization
committees. Most significant efforts in this regard have been led by Open Networking
Foundation [115] and IETF(Internet Engineering Task Force) [84]. Standardization
efforts though necessary can result in very slow evolution process for network data-
plane. From perspective of data plane evolution, this situation brings us to the same
point in networking history (i.e.before SDN came into limelight and before Active
Networking [65]), when network community had to wait for standardization process
and network equipment vendors to update any control plane protocols.
Network Virtualization: In this thesis we show how data-plane innovations
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can be introduced without any help from network data-plane equipment vendor. One
of the first requirement to introduce custom data planes in an existing network is to
be able to add new functions alongside existing functions. This is where we exploit
network virtualization [26,49,50,104,152] and show how data plane functions can be
run in parallel with existing network data planes in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
Software Defined Networking: Introduction of data plane enhancements in-
side an existing virtualized data plane requires a mechanism that can be used to add
new data plane changes after development or remove them once they are not required.
In this work we use software defined networking as a tool to manage the data plane
functions and add or remove them using a programming abstraction(chapters 5, 6
and 7).
Enhancement of data plane functions requires network virtualization to run data
planes in parallel and software defined networking is used to manage these functions
inside the data plane. But apart from parallel data planes and management of net-
work functionality, this dissertation also focuses on basic requirements of data plane
functions which include but are not limited to forwarding speed, function complexity
and resource utilization. In this dissertation, we show how these requirements for
programmable data planes can be met using network virtualization, software defined
networking and a combination of multiple hardware/software technologies.
1.1 Network Planes
Network data plane consists of multiple parts, it includes routers, switches, mid-
dleboxes and many other packet forwarding and signal enhancing devices. Here we
focus our attention towards enhancing functionality of packet forwarding devices and
middleboxes/network functions.
Traditionally networks are logically divided into control plane and data plane.
In context of SDN, control plane is physically separate from data plane. Control
3
Figure 1: Dissertation Contributions
plane resides on logically central node and data plane is supported by multiple packet
forwarding devices distributed across the network [108]. In this dissertation we further
divide network data plane into two parts: Function Plane and Forwarding Plane as
shown in figure 1. Forwarding Plane devices are responsible for forwarding the packets
from source to destination. Without these devices the end to end network connectivity
is not possible. Examples of such devices include but are not limited to switches,
routers, NAT(Network Address Translation) [86] devices etc. These devices constitute
Forwarding Plane of the data-plane as shown in figure 1. The second category of
devices is responsible for processing the packets but in absence of these devices, packet
reachability is not affected but correctness of network policy is affected. Majority of
middleboxes or virtual network functions are included in this category. These devices
include but are not limited to Firewalls, Load Balancers, Intrusion Detection System,
Intrusion Prevention Systems etc. These devices constitute Function Plane of network
data-plane. Here we note that this separation of Forwarding and Function plane is
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not physical but logical. It is possible that a Function Plane device is on the same
physical machine as a Forwarding Plane device (Heterogeneous Switch in Chapter 5)
as shown in figure 1.
In this dissertation we show how virtualization, software defined networking and
a combination of different semiconductor technologies can be used to provide man-
ageable, high speed, complex network functions with minimal resource utilization of
network data plane.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
Figure 1 shows contributions of this thesis at different levels of a network data plane.
Our contributions range from fitting multiple network functions on hardware chip at
line speed to running complex network functions inside the network data-plane, while
striving for minimum resource utilization and high packet forwarding speeds.
In this dissertation we present contributions at different levels of network planes(Figure
1). We present a programmable virtualized fast path packet processing architecture to
run multiple forwarding plane protocols side by side on FPGA(Field Programmable
Gate Array) in chapter 3. Then we show how a virtualized software based data plane
device architecture can be enhanced with support from hardware modifications in
chapter 4. These chapters make contributions in fast path packet processors of net-
work data plane as shown in figure 1. Chapter 5 builds a packet forwarding device
using lessons learned in previous chapters and shows how the enhancements made in
previous chapters can be integrated to an existing packet forwarding device in a net-
work. Chapter 6 develops a programming abstraction for controller applications and
network functions along with a number of network functions that can be used to add
custom network functionality on top of network forwarding plane. With enhanced
devices in network forwarding and function plane the questions arise about how to
place enhanced devices/new functions inside the network and steer traffic through
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them while minimizing the end to end latency and end to end bandwidth utilization
of overall network resources. Chapter 7 presents a deployment system with multiple
algorithms that can be used to minimize the overall network resource utilization while
deploying new network functions as shown in figure 1.
1.3 Road Map
Following is the organization of rest of this thesis and contributions made in each of
its chapters.
• In chapter 3 we show how network hardware virtualization can be used to add
custom data plane functions and how these functions can be run at line rate
side by side. For this we design, implement and evaluate an architecture called
SwitchBlade.
• In chapter 4 we show how software based virtualized data-plane device perfor-
mance can be improved with small changes in hardware of network interface
cards.
• Based on the lessons and experience learned in chapters 3 and 4 we show
how heterogeneous hardware components can be used to enhance data plane
functionality using network virtualization and SDN, in chapter 5.
• In chapter 6 we present a programming abstraction that can be used to introduce
new functions inside a network. This abstraction requires changes at control
plane, data plane and the protocol level.
• Lastly in chapter 7 we present design and implementation of a runtime system
that can be used to introduce functions at the data-plane level resulting in lower
latencies and lower end to end bandwidth utilization for network policies.
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• We finish this dissertation with concluding remarks in chapter 8. We present




BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Network data planes have been under research and development since the inception
of packet forwarding devices [81]. Commercialization and wide adaption of network
switches and routers increased the need for high speed packet forwarding. High
packet processing requirements combined with the need for performance and resource
utilization resulted in reduced focus on forwarding device programmability by the
network equipment vendor community.
Before the wide adoption of software defined networking, packet forwarding devices
had their control and data plane inside a single device. The technologies used to im-
plement control plane in these devices were low cost embedded processors for control
plane functions and ASICs(Application Specific Integrated Circuits), FPGAs(Field
Programmable Gate Arrays), Network Processors for packet forwarding in fast path.
With separation of control plane and data plane in SDN(Software Defined Net-
works), general purpose processors are used for control plane programming and dif-
ferent technologies have been used for data plane functions. There has been a lot
of work to enhance data plane functionality for both SDN and non-SDN packet for-
warding devices. Broadly speaking data-plane functions can be implemented using
multiple hardware technologies. These technologies include but are not limited to
ASICs(Application Specific Integrated Circuits), FPGAs(Field Programmable Gate
Arrays), CPUs(Central Processing Units), GPUs(Graphics Processing Units) and
many other technologies using a combination of the above technologies.
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Enhancement of data plane can either be done by replacing old data plane hard-
ware functions with new ones after testing them in lab for limited time period. An-
other approach is to run old and new protocols side by side and gradually move the
traffic from old protocols to new protocols while iterating on the design and develop-
ment of new data plane functions. In this dissertation we follow the second approach
where new data plane functions can be introduced side by side with old data plane
functionalities.
In this chapter we discuss work previously presented in networking literature and
talk about how the contributions made in this dissertation can be placed in the
context of work presented by other researchers. We present work done by various
researchers in the area of programmable data planes and show how virtualization,
software defined networking and different hardware technologies are used to enhance
functionality of data planes and how our contributions fit into this body of research
work.
In this thesis, the question of network data plane function enhancements is di-
vided into two main questions: 1) How to enhance the data plane device’s fast path
processors(FPGA and CPU) and integrate them in an existing network data plane?
2) How to program the network functions inside the whole network? To answer these
questions we take two approaches. To answer first question we take ground up ap-
proach in first part of thesis(chapters 3,4,5) where we enhance functionality of FPGA
and CPU based fast path packet processors and integrate them using LEGO architec-
ture (chapter 5) in network data plane. The second part of this dissertation tackles
the second question in chapters 6,7 by developing a programming abstraction and
developing a network function deployment system, respectively.
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2.1 Ground Up Approach
Running new data plane functions with old functions ,side by side, requires the data
plane devices to provide the high speed and complex functions with minimal packet
forwarding device resource utilization. In this dissertation we show how packet for-
warding devices can be enhanced to run multiple protocols side by side using network
virtualization in chapters 3,4,5. In section 2.1.1 we present the research work related
to SwitchBlade(Chap. 3) that shows how multiple protocols can be run side by side
with high packet forwarding speeds and better programmability. In section 2.1.2 we
present related research work done in the area of improving performance of CPU
virtualization that can be used to host virtual machines for running applications as
well as packet forwarding functions in data plane devices. Then in section 2.1.3 we
present research work related to our work on LEGO, an architecture to integrate
enhanced packet forwarding devices in existing data plane devices.
2.1.1 Virtualized Hardware Packet Forwarding Devices
In this section, we survey related work on programmable data planes in both software
and hardware and compare it to our work in chapter 3.
The Click [96] modular router allows easy, rapid development of custom protocols
and packet forwarding operations in software; kernel-based packet forwarding can op-
erate at high speeds but cannot keep up with hardware for small packet sizes. An
off-the-shelf NetFPGA-based router can forward traffic at 4 Gbps; this forwarding
speed can be scaled by increasing the number of NetFPGA cards, and development
trends suggest that much higher rates will be possible in the near future. Route-
Bricks [56] uses commodity processors to achieve software-based packet processing at
high speed. Similarly Partridge et al. [119] use the Alpha processors to perform line
card functionality.
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Supercharged PlanetLab (SPP) [148] is a network processor (NP)-based technol-
ogy. SPP uses Intel IXP network processors [85] for data-plane packet processing.
NP-based implementations are specifically bound to the respective vendor-provided
platform, which can inherently limit the flexibility of data-plane implementations.
Another solution to achieve wire-speed performance is developing custom high-
speed networking chips. PLUG [39] provides a programming model for manufac-
turing chips to perform high-speed and flexible packet lookup. Similarly, Wolf et
al. [157] propose using multiple Active Processing Units based on RISC processor
cores on a single ASIC. These designs do not provide an off-the-shelf solution. Ad-
ditionally, chip manufacturing is expensive: fabrication plants are not common, and
cost-effective manufacturing at third-party facilities requires critical mass of demand.
Thus, this development path may only make sense for large enterprises and for proto-
cols that have already gained broad acceptance. Chip manufacturing also has a high
turnaround time and post-manufacturing verification processes which can impede de-
velopment of new protocols that need small development cycle and rapid deployment.
SwitchBlade is an FPGA-based platform and can be implemented on any FPGA.
Its design and implementation draws inspiration from our earlier work on designing
an FPGA-based data plane for virtual routers [23]. FPGA-based designs are not
tied to any single vendor, and it scales as new, faster and bigger FPGAs become
available. FPGAs also provide a faster development and deployment cycle compared
to chip manufacturing.
Casado et al. argue for simple but high-speed hardware with clean interfaces
to software that facilitate independent development of protocols and network hard-
ware [42]. They argue that complex routing decisions can be made in software and
cached in hardware for high-speed processing; in a sense, SwitchBlade’s caching of
forwarding decisions that are handled by software exception handlers embodies this
philosophy. OpenFlow [117] enables the rapid development of a variety of protocols,
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but the division of functions between hardware and software in SwitchBlade is quite
different. Both OpenFlow and SwitchBlade provide software exceptions and caching
of software decisions in hardware, but SwitchBlade also provides selectable hardware
preprocessing modules which effectively moves more flexible processing to hardware.
SwitchBlade also easily accommodates new hardware modules, while OpenFlow does
not.
Use of Field Programmable Gate Arrays(FPGAs) to perform network functions is
not new. Lockwood et al. [101,147] have shown how FPGAs can be used to program
modularized network functions to create data plane in FPGA. Similarly, Hadžić et
al. [77] provide a platform similar to NetFPGA [10] and present a programmable
packet processing architecture. Apart from differences in technologies with these
works, SwitchBlade provides a virtualized packet forwarding path on FPGAs to run
multiple custom protocols side by side and provides support for custom exceptions to
process packets in software.
To improve FPGA programmability, NetThreads [97] programs soft micropro-
cessors on the FPGA and then runs network packet processing code on these mi-
croprocessors. Programmability of FPGA has been an important concern there are
many efforts that use different high level programming languages to program the
FPGAs [35, 36, 97, 113, 131, 149]. These programmable frameworks provide support
for programming FPGAs using XML [36], C [97], Click [131, 149] and custom lan-
guages [35,113].
SwitchBlade takes a different approach to FPGA programmability. It does not
provide a new programming language or programs soft microprocessors inside FPGA.
Instead it uses virtualization to provide wire-speed support for parallel customized
data planes, isolation between them, and their interfacing with virtualization software,
which makes SwitchBlade a suitable data plane for custom data planes in existing
networks. Virtualized data plane using FPGA was first presented in previous work [23]
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and in [150]. SwitchBlade takes this virtualization one step ahead and shows how
it can be done for multiple custom data planes in parallel with dynamic module
selection. FlowVisor [139] provides some level of virtualization but sits between the
OpenFlow switch and controller, essentially requiring virtualization to occur in control
plane that is not scalable.
SwitchBlade assumes a model of packet forwarding devices where FPGAs are used
to do fast path processing and software is used to do slow path processing. With new
proposals of doing virtualized fast path processing using CPU [29,30,56,58], in next
section we look at work related to improving the performance of such virtualized
packet forwarding devices in context of operating system(OS) virtualization [25] and
compare it with our work in chapter 4.
2.1.2 Virtualized Software Packet Forwarding Devices
Many CPU scheduling algorithms in virtual machines follow process scheduling al-
gorithms from operating systems. For example, Xen [25] has implementations of
Borrowed Virtual Time (BVT) and Simple Earliest Deadline First (SEDF). Recent
work [47,76] has shown that CPU schedulers do not perform well in the presence of a
combination of I/O intensive and CPU intensive applications running together on a
single server. It can result in unfair scheduling of resources for CPU intensive or net-
work I/O intensive virtual machines. Virtual machine monitors must maintain both
network I/O fairness and CPU resource fairness in a virtualized environment while
providing the best performance for both CPU-intensive and network-intensive appli-
cations. To enable fair sharing of CPU and network resources, we offload the task
of network virtualization and fairness from the CPU and enforce it in the virtualized
network interface card.
Network I/O virtualization has been used in both OS virtualization and a non-
OS virtualization context. Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) [153] is an abstract
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model that is targeted towards system area networks and tries to reduce the amount
of software overhead compared to traditional communication models. In traditional
models, the OS kernel multiplexes the access to hardware peripherals, so all communi-
cation must involve the kernel. VIA tries to remove this communication overhead by
removing the kernel operations in each communication operation. Similarly, Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [129] is a data communication model that allows the
network interface card direct memory access to application memory without copying
data between kernel and user space.
In OS virtualization, the driver-domain model and the direct I/O model are two
approaches for achieving network I/O performance while maintaining fairness. The
driver-domain model [128,132] uses a separate virtual machine for device drivers. The
driver domain provides better fault tolerance by isolating driver failures to a separate
domain compared to maintaining device drivers in hypervisor. On the other hand,
the direct I/O model gives direct hardware access to the guest domains running on
the server [15, 16, 106, 130]. This approach provides near-native performance, but it
sacrifices fault isolation and device transparency because it breaks the driver-domain
model.
These two approaches [15, 16] provide separate queues to each virtual machine.
They offload the load from the Xen software and perform multiplexing and demulti-
plexing in hardware. Mansley et al. extend the netback and netfront architecture of
Xen to allow domUs to opt for direct I/O or “fast path” instead of driver domain or
“slow path” [106]. CDNA (Concurrent, Direct Network Access) goes further by com-
bining hardware multiplexing and demultiplexing [130]. It also assigns each virtual
machine to a queue and bypasses the driver domain to provide direct network traffic
I/O.
Many virtual machine monitors (e.g., Xen [25], Microsoft Hyper-V [9] and L4 [99])
use the driver-domain model to provide virtualization of I/O devices. In Xen, the
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driver domain can be run separately or in domain 0. This model provides a safe
execution environment for the device drivers, which enables improved fault isolation.
Both of these approaches have various problems. Although direct I/O provides
better performance, it can cause reliability problems [48]. The driver-domain model is
preferred because a separate domain can handle device failures without affecting the
guest domains [146]. Direct I/O also requires the guest OS to have the device-specific
driver, which increases the complexity of the guest OS and thus makes porting and
migration more difficult. The driver-domain model, on the other hand attempts to
keep the guest OS simple, but it does suffer from performance overhead, as the driver
domain becomes a bottleneck, since every incoming packet has to be inside the driver
domain before it can be copied to the guest domain.
In both driver-domain model and direct I/O model, interrupts are received by
hypervisor, which dispatches them to the driver domain in case of driver domain
model or to the guest domains in case of direct I/O model. In chapter 4 we preserve
the driver-domain model for virtual machines and assign virtual queues to every
virtual machine running on the server. Although this approach risks exposing the
hypervisor to unwanted interrupts, but we maintain fairness in hardware and also
suppress interrupts before sending them to the hypervisor.
In § 2.1.1 and § 2.1.2 we talked about work related to FPGA and CPU based
virtualized fast path processors. In chapter 5 we talk about a system called LEGO
that allows integration of these fast path processors into an existing data plane switch
and section 2.1.3 discusses work related to it.
2.1.3 Virtualized Evolvable Packet Forwarding Devices
LEGO is largely complementary to the work we describe below, since it focuses on
how to integrate custom packet processors/enhanced fast path processors into a single
pipeline.
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Recent work has developed software routers with specific packet processing ca-
pabilities based on either GPUs, FPGAs, network processors, or clusters of servers.
PacketShader [79] achieves high forwarding rates for certain packet processing tasks
by optimizing the packet I/O engine in Linux, creating large buffers for packets to
reduce DMA overhead, processing packets in batch, and exploiting the parallelism
of GPUs [53]. SwitchBlade [22] and P4 [77] make FPGA-based packet processing
simpler and easier to program. But they can only support packet-processing opera-
tions that can fit onto single FPGA board, which prevents it from supporting more
complex packet processing operations. Supercharged PlanetLab Platform (SPP) [148]
accelerates packet forwarding by combining a general-purpose server with a network-
processor subsystem. RouteBricks, PacketShader and other works [56,79,119] rely on
multi-core CPUs to achieve fast custom packet processing. RouteBricks [56] uses the
Click [96] software router to create a custom packet-processing pipeline in software.
But these works despite using CPUs and GPUs don’t provide a path for integration
of complex functions inside the network data plane.
Software defined networking (SDN) has roots in Ethane [42], RCP [64], and
4D [74]. Although OpenFlow [108, 117] is often used synonymously with software
defined networks, it is one instantiation of software defined networking with a limited
set of flows and actions that is dependent on standardization process. LEGO permits
a broader set of actions for processing traffic flows and a richer set of conditions for
performing these actions without being dependent on standardization processes.
LEGO adds new primitives to OpenFlow’s flow definitions and actions. Using
specialized processing units to enhance switch functions has been proposed in other
contexts, as well [75, 103, 140]. Gibb et al.’s OpenPipes [71] extends this notion by
proposing packet processing with heterogeneous devices, but OpenPipes does not
provide an abstraction for integrating heterogeneous custom packet processing and
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forwarding devices; LEGO’s runtime and active switching backplane, which we de-
scribe in Section 5.2, solve these problems. In contrast to previous works [102, 148]
that use a single type of server peripheral card/subsystem; LEGO can incorporate
heterogeneous packet processing units, since each packet processing device is merely
a switch peripheral.
To manage this heterogeneity and diversity of devices, LEGO provides a runtime
that can be deployed on a server to make a server’s peripherals act as switch pe-
ripherals. This runtime abstracts away the diversity and handles the complexity of
programming these heterogeneous devices. LEGO Runtime interfaces to a controller
application, which assigns server peripherals to a switch. Managing this diversity
requires supporting the “bare metal” (e.g., FPGA), some instances of which may lack
the resources to host large code and OS running device (e.g., CPUs or NPUs). To
the best of our knowledge none of the previous work handles this heterogeneity.
2.2 Top to Bottom Approach
Programmable packet forwarding devices make programmability of individual devices
easy. But a network with hundreds or thousands of packet forwarding devices [137]
requires a programming abstraction that can enable network operator to program
the functions inside the network instead of programming functions in each packet for-
warding device separately. In this dissertation, we show how our Slick programming
abstraction(Chapter 6) combined with an efficient network function deployment sys-
tem(Slick runtime presented in Chapter 7) can be used to program the whole network
for complex network functions with minimum network resource utilization. In sec-
tions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we show the work related to our network function programming
abstraction(Chapter 6) and its deployment system(Chapter 7).
2.2.1 Network Function Programming Abstraction
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Network function virtualization (NFV) allows network operators to instantiate
middleboxes in virtual machines and place those VMs at arbitrary locations in the
network [61, 78]; current approaches to NFV still treat middleboxes as monolithic
entities, and do not explore how the constituent components of a middlebox might be
decomposed into smaller modules. Other recent work has explored how monolithic
middleboxes in a cellular network might be instantiated as virtual machines [88,156].
In contrast, Slick explores how an operator can implement individual functions in
a high-level language and specifies how those functions are chained together, while
remaining agnostic to how those functions are replicated and installed across the
network.
Programming Model. Slick’s programming model has two salient features: the
decomposition of functions into modular elements and the use of triggers to redi-
rect processing from an in-network element to the controller. Both of these features
are inspired by previous work. Slick’s use of the element abstraction is inspired by
Click [96], which allowed programmers to write modular elements and compose them
into packet processing pipelines on a single node. Slick differs from Click in that it
constructs such pipelines across a network, and hence must address questions of both
placement and steering. Extensible Open Middleboxes (xOMB) [20], RFC 3234 [40],
and other work on modeling middleboxes [89] inspired the design and granularity
of Slick element functions. Previous work has also proposed the use of triggers to
allow one network element to signal to another [87, 94, 141, 144]; Slick incorporates
this notion of triggers in a holistic programming model that supports more expressive
triggers and perform other packet processing actions in response to the triggers. Al-
though Slick’s programming model draws inspiration from this previous work, none
of these systems incorporate these mechanisms into a single coherent programming
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model, as Slick does. Although OpenNF [70] and Split/Merge [127] offer program-
ming interfaces and control-plane mechanisms for helping operators migrate existing
middleboxes, they do not allow operators to write network functions that operate on
specific traffic flows in the data plane, nor do they provide mechanisms for placing
network functions.
Programming Languages. Many programming languages for software defined
networks can be used to express network policies [66,94,110,144,154]. Most of these
languages (e.g., Frenetic [66], Pyretic [110], Maple [154]) provide higher-level ab-
stractions for programming OpenFlow [108] switches. Merlin [144] and Kinetic [94]
provides some abstractions for handling events that middleboxes may raise (similar
to Slick’s ability to process triggers), but neither provides a mechanism for installing
network functions onto machines that host these functions. None of this prior work
focuses on decomposing the functions provided by monolithic middleboxes into finer-
grained, reusable modules, or the placement or steering functions required to imple-
ment network-wide policies with these modules.
2.2.2 Network Function Deployment
In this dissertation we divide the problem of network function deployment into fol-
lowing main parts i.e.1, placement of network functions 2, steering of network traffic
through these functions. Following is the survey of research work related to these
areas.
Steering. Charikar et al. [45] and ETTM [55] assume that network functions can
be placed at all machines in the network and treat resource management purely
as a steering problem. This approach simplifies resource management algorithms,
since placing all functions on every node reduces resource management to a traffic
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steering problem. Unfortunately, as the number of middlebox functions proliferates—
even Slick already supports about 15 distinct network functions—simply placing all
functions on every node quickly becomes intractable.
Other recent work on steering [62,125,166] has assumed pre-specified, fixed place-
ment of middleboxes within a network and focused on developing an optimal steering
mechanism that minimizes utilization. In contrast, Slick makes no such assumption
about placement and must thus develop mechanisms for both steering and placement.
Our evaluation demonstrates that control over placement significantly reduces both
path length and average link utilization. pSwitching [90] and OpenPipes [71] pro-
vide mechanisms for steering traffic through middleboxes or hardware modules but
do not offer a high-level programming model and do not propose specific steering
mechanisms.
Placement. Stratos explores questions of middlebox placement to reduce inter-rack
traffic in data centers [68] but focuses on placement of entire virtual machines and does
not explore the placement of individual network functions, as in Slick. In contrast,
Slick studies a different class of placement problems that arise when middleboxes are
decomposed into constituent functions, each of which may have different resource
utilization and effects on traffic flows. CoMB explores whether multiple middleboxes
can be consolidated on single physical machines [133] but studies consolidation at
the granularity of virtual machines, as opposed to individual network functions. Our
evaluation demonstrates that studying consolidation at the granularity of individual
functions allows for different placement decisions (e.g., placing elements that increase
the amount of network traffic towards the end of a path, and vice versa), thus signifi-
cantly reducing network utilization compared to CoMB. Sherry et al. explore placing
existing network middleboxes in the cloud and routing traffic through these off-path
middleboxes for processing [137]; in contrast, Slick enables on-path processing with
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fine-grained network functions that an operator writes in a high-level language.
Applications. The IETF service function chaining working group is actively ex-
ploring various applications of service function chaining [135], including in mobile and
data-center networks. Yang et al. have studied how to enable certain applications
by embedding network functions in an underlying network graph, but the work fo-
cuses primarily on theoretical problems associated with embedding chains of network
functions in an underlying network graph [98] and does not have a working system.
In this chapter we have talked about research work done in the community re-
lated to hardware based and software based virtualized packet forwarding fast path
processors and how these cores can be integrated into evolvable packet forwarding
devices. Later, in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we talked about work related to our top
to bottom programming abstraction for network data planes and its runtime. In fol-
lowing chapters we discuss the contributions made in this dissertation for enhancing
packet forwarding fast path processors and packet forwarding devices(Chapters 3, 4
and 5) and how whole network can be programmed(Chapters 6 and 7).
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CHAPTER 3
VIRTUALIZED HARDWARE DATA PLANE
3.1 Motivation for Virtualized Hardware Data Plane
Countless next-generation networking protocols at various layers of the protocol stack
require data-plane modifications. The past few years alone have seen proposals at
multiple layers of the protocol stack for improving routing in data centers, improving
availability, providing greater security, and so forth [19,72,111,165]. These protocols
must ultimately operate at acceptable speeds in production networks—perhaps even
alongside one another—which raises the need for a platform that can support fast
hardware implementations of these protocols running in parallel. This platform must
provide mechanisms to deploy these new network protocols, header formats, and
functions quickly, yet still forward traffic as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, the
conventional hardware implementation and deployment path on custom ASICs incurs
a long development cycle, and custom protocols may also consume precious space on
the ASIC. Software-defined networking paradigms (e.g., Click [38, 96]) offer some
hope for rapid prototyping and deployment, but a purely software-based approach
cannot satisfy the strict performance requirements of most modern networks. The
networking community needs a development and deployment platform that offers high
performance, flexibility, and the possibility of rapid prototyping and deployment.
Although other platforms have recognized the need for fast, programmable routers,
they stop somewhat short of providing a programmable platform for rapid prototyp-
ing on the hardware itself. Platforms that are based on network processors can
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achieve fast forwarding performance [148], but network processor-based implementa-
tions are difficult to port across different processor architectures, and customization
can be difficult if the function that a protocol requires is not native to the network
processor’s instruction set. All other functions should be implemented in software.
PLUG [39] is an excellent framework for implementing modular lookup modules, but
the model focuses on manufacturing high-speed chips, which is costly and can have a
long development cycle. RouteBricks [56] provides a high-performance router, but it
is implemented entirely in software, which may introduce scalability issues; addition-
ally, prototypes developed on RouteBricks cannot be easily ported to hardware.
This chapter presents SwitchBlade, a programmable hardware platform that strikes
a balance between the programmability of software and the performance of hardware,
and enables rapid prototyping and deployment of new protocols. SwitchBlade enables
rapid deployment of new protocols on hardware by providing modular building blocks
to afford customizability and programmability that is sufficient for implementing a va-
riety of data-plane functions. SwitchBlade’s ease of programmability and wire-speed
performance enables rapid prototyping of custom data-plane functions that can be
directly deployed in a production network. SwitchBlade relies on field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs). Designing and implementing SwitchBlade poses several chal-
lenges:
• Design and implementation of a customizable hardware pipeline. To minimize
the need for resynthesizing hardware, which can be prohibitive if multiple par-
ties are sharing it, SwitchBlade’s packet-processing pipeline includes hardware
modules that implement common data-plane functions. New protocols can se-
lect a subset of these modules on the fly, without resynthesizing hardware.
• Seamless support for software exceptions. If custom processing elements cannot
be implemented in hardware (e.g., due to limited resources on the hardware,
such as area on the chip), SwitchBlade must be able to invoke software routines
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for processing. SwitchBlade’s hardware pipeline can directly invoke software
exceptions on either packet or flow-based rules. The results of software process-
ing (e.g., forwarding decisions), can be cached in hardware, making exception
handling more efficient.
• Resource isolation for simultaneous data-plane pipelines. Multiple protocols
may run in parallel on same hardware; we call each data plane a Virtual Data
Plane (VDP). SwitchBlade provides each VDP with separate forwarding ta-
bles and dedicated resources. Software exceptions are the VDP that generated
the exception, which makes it easier to build virtual control planes on top of
SwitchBlade.
• Hardware processing of custom, non-IP headers. SwitchBlade provides modules
to obtain appropriate fields from packet headers as input to forwarding deci-
sions. SwitchBlade can forward packets using longest-prefix match on 32-bit
header fields, an exact match on fixed length header field, or a bitmap added
by custom packet preprocessing modules.
The design of SwitchBlade presents additional challenges, such as (1) dividing function
between hardware and software given limited hardware resources; (2) abstracting
physical ports and input/output queues; (3) achieving rate control on per-VDP basis
instead of per-port basis; and (4) providing a clean interface to software.
We have implemented SwitchBlade using the NetFPGA board [10,52], but Switch-
Blade can be implemented with any FPGA. To demonstrate SwitchBlade’s flexibility,
we use SwitchBlade to implement and evaluate several custom network protocols. We
present instances of IPv4, IPv6, Path Splicing, and an OpenFlow switch, all of which
can run in parallel and forward packets at line rate; each of these implementations
required only modest additional development effort. SwitchBlade also provides seam-
less integration with software handlers implemented using Click [96], and with router
slices running in OpenVZ containers [118]. Our evaluation shows that SwitchBlade
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can forward traffic for custom data planes—including non-IP protocols—at hardware
forwarding rates. SwitchBlade can also forward traffic for multiple distinct custom
data planes in parallel, providing resource isolation for each. An implementation of
SwitchBlade on the NetFPGA platform for four parallel data planes fits easily on
today’s NetFPGA platform; hardware trends will improve this capacity in the future.
SwitchBlade can support additional VDPs with less than a linear increase in resource
use, so the design will scale as FPGA capacity continues to increase.
3.2 Goals and Design Decisions
The primary goal of SwitchBlade is to enable rapid development and deployment of
new protocols working at wire-speed. The three subgoals, in order of priority, are:
(1) Enable rapid development and deployment of new protocols; (2) Provide cus-
tomizability and programmability while maintaining wire-speed performance; and
(3) Allow multiple data planes to operate in parallel, and facilitate sharing of hard-
ware resources across those multiple data planes. In this section, we describe these
design goals, their rationale, and highlight specific design choices that we made in
SwitchBlade to achieve these goals.
Goal #1. Rapid development and deployment on fast hardware. Many
next-generation networking protocols require data-plane modifications. Implementing
these modifications entirely in software results in a slow data path that offers poor
forwarding performance. As a result, these protocols cannot be evaluated at the data
rates of production networks, nor can they be easily transferred to production network
devices and systems.
Our goal is to provide a platform for designers to quickly deploy, test, and im-
prove their designs with wire-speed performance. This goal influences our decision
to implement SwitchBlade using FPGAs, which are programmable, provide accept-
able speeds, and are not tied to specific vendors. An FPGA-based solution can allow
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network protocol designs to take advantage of hardware trends, as larger and faster
FPGAs become available. SwitchBlade relies on programmable hardware, but incor-
porates software exception handling for special cases; a purely software-based solution
cannot provide acceptable forwarding performance. From the hardware perspective,
custom ASICs incur a long development cycle, so they do not satisfy the goal of rapid
deployment. Network processors offer speed, but they do not permit hardware-level
customization.
Goal #2. Customizability and programmability. New protocols often require
specific customizations to the data plane. Thus, SwitchBlade must provide a platform
that affords enough customization to facilitate the implementation and deployment
of new protocols.
Providing customizability along with fast turnaround time for hardware-based im-
plementations is challenging: a bare-bones FPGA is customizable, but programming
from scratch has a high turnaround time. To reconcile this conflict, SwitchBlade
recognizes that even custom protocols share common data-plane extensions. For ex-
ample, many routing protocols might use longest prefix or exact match for forwarding,
and checksum verification and update, although different protocols may use these ex-
tensions on different fields in the packets. SwitchBlade provides a rich set of common
extensions as modules and allows protocols to dynamically select any subset of mod-
ules that they need. SwitchBlade’s modules are programmable and can operate on
arbitrary offsets within packet headers.
For extensions that are not included in SwitchBlade, protocols can either add
new modules in hardware or implement exception handlers in software. SwitchBlade
provides hardware caching for forwarding decisions made by these exception handlers
to reduce performance overhead.
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Goal #3. Parallel custom data planes on a common hardware platform.
The increasing need for data-plane customization for emerging network protocols
makes it necessary to design a platform that can support the operation of several
custom data planes that operate simultaneously and in parallel on the same hardware
platform. SwitchBlade’s design identifies functions that are common across data-
plane protocols and provides those implementations shared access to the hardware
logic that provides those common functions.
SwitchBlade allows customized data planes to run in parallel. Each data plane is
called a Virtual Data Plane (VDP). SwitchBlade provides separate forwarding tables
and virtualized interfaces to each VDP. SwitchBlade provides isolation among VDP
using per-VDP rate control. VDPs may share modules, but to preserve hardware
resources, shared modules are not replicated on the FPGA. SwitchBlade ensures that
the data planes do not interface even though they share hardware modules.
Existing platforms satisfy some or all of these goals, but they do not address all
the goals at once or with the prioritization we have outlined above. For example,
SwitchBlade trades off higher customizability in hardware for easier and faster de-
ployability by providing a well-defined but modular customizable pipeline. Similarly,
while SwitchBlade provides parallel data planes, it still gives each data plane direct
access to the hardware, and allows each VDP access to a common set of hardware
modules. This level of sharing still allows protocol designers enough isolation to
implement a variety of protocols and systems.
3.3 SwitchBlade Design
SwitchBlade has several unique design features that enable rapid development of cus-
tomized routing protocols with wire-speed performance. SwitchBlade has a pipelined
architecture (§3.3.1) with various processing stages. SwitchBlade implements Vir-
tual Data Planes (VDP) (§3.3.2) so that multiple data plane implementations can
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Table 1: SwitchBlade design features.
Feature Design Goals Pipeline
Stages















be supported on the same platform with performance isolation between the dif-
ferent forwarding protocols. SwitchBlade provides customizable hardware modules
(§3.3.3) that can be enabled or disabled to customize packet processing at runtime.
SwitchBlade implements a flexible matching forwarding engine (§3.3.4) that provides
a longest prefix match and an exact hash-based lookup on various fields in the packet
header. There are also programmable software exceptions (§3.3.5) that can be con-
figured from software to direct individual packets or flows to the CPU for additional
processing.
3.3.1 SwitchBlade Pipeline
Figure 2 shows the SwitchBlade pipeline. There are four main stages in the pipeline.
Each stage consists of one or more hardware modules. We use a pipelined architec-
ture because it is the most straightforward choice in hardware-based architectures.
Additionally, SwitchBlade is based on reference router from the NetFPGA group at
Stanford [10]; this reference router has a pipelined architecture as well.
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Figure 2: SwitchBlade Packet Processing Pipeline.
VDP Selection Stage. An incoming packet to SwitchBlade is associated with one
of the VDPs. The VDP Selector module classifies the packet based on its MAC
address and uses a stored table that maps MAC addresses to VDP identifiers. A
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Table 2: Platform Header: The Mode field selects the forwarding mechanism employed




0 Default, Perform LPM on IPv4 destination address
1 Perform exact matching on hash value
2 Send packet to software for custom processing
3 Lookup hash in software exceptions table
1 Source MAC not updated
Module 2 Don’t decrement TTL
Selector 4 Don’t Calculate Checksum
Bitmap 8 Dest. MAC not updated
16 Update IPv6 Hop Limit
32 Use Custom Module 1
64 Use Custom Module 2









Figure 3: Platform header format. This 64 bit header is applied to every incoming
packet and removed before the packet is forwarded.
register interface populates the table with the VDP identifiers and is described later.
This stage also attaches a 64-bit platform header on the incoming packet, as shown in
Figure 3. The registers corresponding to each VDP are used to fill the various fields
in the platform header. SwitchBlade is a pipelined architecture, so we use a specific
header format to make the architecture extensible. The first byte of this header is
used to select the VDP for every incoming packet. Table 2 describes the functionality
of the different fields in the platform header.
Shaping Stage. After a packet is designated to a particular VDP, the packet is
sent to the shaper module. The shaper module rate limits traffic on per VDP basis.
There is a register interface for the module that specifies the traffic rate limits for
each VDP.
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Preprocessing Stage. This stage includes all the VDP-specific preprocessing hard-
ware modules. Each VDP can customize which preprocessor module in this stage to
use for preprocessing the packet via a register interface . In addition to selecting the
preprocessor, a VDP can select the various bit fields from the preprocessor using a
register interface. A register interface provides information about the mode bits and
the preprocessing module configurations. In addition to the custom preprocessing
of the packet, this stage also has the hasher module, which can compute a hash of
an arbitrary set of bits in the packet header and insert the value of the hash in the
packet’s platform header.
Forwarding Stage. This final stage in the pipeline handles the operations related
to the actual packet forwarding. The Output Port Lookup module determines the
destination of the packet, which could be one of: (1) longest-prefix match on the
packet’s destination address field to determine the output port; (2) exact matching
on the hash value in the packet’s platform header to determine the output port; or
(3) exception-based forwarding to the CPU for further processing. This stage uses the
mode bits specified in the preprocessing stage. The Postprocessor Wrappers and the
Custom Postprocessors perform operations such as decrementing the packet’s time-to-
live field. After this stage, SwitchBlade queues the packet in the appropriate output
queue for forwarding. SwitchBlade selects the postprocessing module or modules
based on the module selection bits in the packet’s platform header.
3.3.2 Custom Virtual Data Plane (VDP)
SwitchBlade enables multiple customized data planes to operate simultaneously in
parallel on the same hardware. We refer to each data plane as Virtual Data Plane
(VDP). SwitchBlade provides a separate packet processing pipeline, as well as sepa-
rate lookup tables and register interfaces for each VDP. Each VDP may provide cus-
tom modules or share modules with other VDPs. With SwitchBlade, shared modules
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are not replicated on the hardware, saving valuable resources. Software exceptions
include VDP identifiers, making it easy to use separate software handlers for each
VDP.
Traffic Shaping. The performance of a VDP should not be affected by the presence
of other VDPs. The shapermodule enables SwitchBlade to limit bandwidth utilization
of different VDPs. When several VDPs are sharing the platform, they can send traffic
through any of the four router ports. Since a VDP can start sending more traffic than
what is its bandwidth limit thus affecting the performance of other VDPs. In our
implementation, the shaper module comes after the Preprocessing stage not before
it as shown in Figure 2. This implementation choice, although convenient, does not
affect our results because the FPGA data plane can process packets faster than any
of the inputs. Hence, the traffic shaping does not really matter. We expect, however,
that in the future FPGAs there might be much more than the current four network
interfaces for a single NetFPGA which would make traffic shaping of individual VDPs
necessary. In the existing implementation, packets arriving at a rate greater than the
allocated limit for a VDP are dropped immediately. We made this decision to save
memory resources on the FPGA and to prevent any VDP from abusing resources.
Register Interface. SwitchBlade provides a register interface for a VDP to control
the selection of preprocessing modules, to customize packet processing modules (e.g.,
which fields to use for calculating hash), and to set rate limits in the shaper module.
Some of the values in the registers are accessible by each VDP, while others are
only available for the SwitchBlade administrator. SwitchBlade divides the register
interfaces into these two security modes: the admin mode and the VDP mode. The
admin mode allows setting of global policies such as traffic shaping, while the VDP
mode is for per-VDP module customization.
SwitchBlade modules also provide statistics, which are recorded in the registers
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and are accessible via the admin interface. The statistics are specific to each module;
for example, the VDP selector module can provide statistics on packets accepted
or dropped. The admin mode provides access to all registers on the SwitchBlade
platform, whereas the VDP mode is only to registers related to a single VDP.
3.3.3 Customizable Hardware Modules
Rapidly deploying new routing protocols may require custom packet processing. Im-
plementing each routing protocol from scratch can significantly increase development
time. There is a significant implementation cycle for implementing hardware mod-
ules; this cycle includes design, coding, regression tests, and finally synthesis of the
module on hardware. Fortunately, many basic operations are common among differ-
ent forwarding mechanisms, such as extracting the destination address for lookup,
checksum calculation, and TTL decrement. This commonality presents an opportu-
nity for a design that can reuse and even allow sharing the implementations of basic
operations which can significantly shorten development cycles and also save precious
resources on the FPGA.
SwitchBlade achieves this reuse by providing modules that support a few ba-
sic packet processing operations that are common across many common forwarding
mechanisms. Because SwitchBlade provides these modules as part of its base imple-
mentation, data plane protocols that can be composed from only the base modules
can be implemented without resynthesizing the hardware and can be programmed
purely using a register interface. As an example, to implement a new routing proto-
col such as Path Splicing [111], which requires manipulation of splicing bits (a custom
field in the packet header), a VDP can provide a new module that is included at syn-
thesis time. This module can append preprocessing headers that are later used by
SwitchBlade’s forwarding engine. A protocol such as OpenFlow [117] may depend
only on modules that are already synthesized on the SwitchBlade platform, so it can
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choose the subset of modules that it needs.
SwitchBlade’s reusable modules enable new protocol developers to focus more on
the protocol implementation. The developer needs to focus only on bit extraction
for custom forwarding. Each pluggable module must still follow the overall timing
constraints, but for development and verification purposes, the protocol developer’s
job is reduced to the module’s implementation. Adding new modules or algorithms
that offer new functionality of course requires conventional hardware development
and must still strictly follow the platform’s overall timing constraints.
A challenge with reusing modules is that different VDPs may need the same post-
processing module (e.g., decrementing TTL), but the postprocessing module may
need to operate on different locations in the packet header for different protocols. In
a naïve implementation, SwitchBlade would have to implement two separate modules,
each looking up the corresponding bits in the packet header. This approach doubles
the implementation effort and also wastes resources on the FPGA. To address this
challenge, SwitchBlade allows a developer to include wrapper modules that can cus-
tomize the behavior of existing modules, within same data word and for same length
of data to be operated upon.
As shown in Figure 2 custom modules can be used in the preprocessing and for-
warding stages. In the preprocessing stage, the customized modules can be selected
by a VDP by specifying the appropriate selection using the register interface. Figure 4
shows an example: the incoming packet from the previous shaping stage which goes
to a demultiplexer which selects the appropriate module or modules for the packet
based on the input from the register interface specific to the particular VDP that the
packet belongs to. After being processed by one of the protocol modules (e.g., IPv6,
OpenFlow), the packet arrives at the hasher module. The hasher module takes 256
bits as input and generates a 32-bit hash of the input. The hasher module need not
be restricted to 256 bits of input data, but a larger input data bus would mean using
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Table 3: Preprocessor Selection Codes.
Preprocessor Selection
Code Processor Description
1 Custom Extractor Allows selection of variable 64-bit fields in packet
on 64-bit boundaries in first 32 bytes
2 OpenFlow OpenFlow packet processor that allows variable
field selection.
3 Path Splicing Extracts Destination IP Address and uses bits
in packet to select the Path/Forwarding Table.
4 IPv6 Extracts IPv6 destination address.
Figure 4: Virtualized, Pluggable Module for Programmable Processors.
more resources. Therefore, we decided to implement a 256-bit wide hash data bus to
accommodate our design on the NetFPGA.
Each VDP can also use custom modules in the forwarding stage, by selecting the
appropriate postprocessor wrappers and custom postprocessor modules as shown in
Figure 2. SwitchBlade selects these modules based on the module selection bitmap
in the platform header of the packet. Figure 5(b) shows an example of the custom
wrapper and postprocessor module selection operation.
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Figure 5: Output Port Lookup and Postprocessing Modules.
3.3.4 Flexible Matching for Forwarding
New routing protocols often require customized routing tables, or forwarding decisions
on customized fields in the packet. For example, Path Splicing requires multiple
IP-based forwarding tables, and the router chooses one of them based on splicing
bits in the packet header. SEATTLE [91] and Portland [112] use MAC address-
based forwarding. Some of the forwarding mechanisms are still simple enough to be
implemented in hardware and can benefit from fast-path forwarding; others might
be more complicated and it might be easier to just have the forwarding decision be
made in software. Ideally, all forwarding should take place in hardware, but there is a
tradeoff in terms of forwarding performance and hardware implementation complexity.
SwitchBlade uses a hybrid hardware-software approach to strike a balance between
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forwarding performance and implementation complexity. Specifically, SwitchBlade’s
forwarding mechanism implementation, provided by the Output Port Lookup mod-
ule as shown in Figure 2, provides the following four different methods for making
forwarding decision on the packet: (1) conventional longest prefix matching (LPM)
on any 32-bit address field in the packet header within the first 40-bytes; (2) exact
matching on hash value stored in the packet’s platform header; (3) uncondition-
ally sending the packet to the CPU for making the forwarding computation; and
(4) sending only packets which match certain user defined exceptions, called software
exceptions(§ 3.3.5), to the CPU. The details of how the output port lookup module
performs these tasks is illustrated in Figure 5(a). Modes (1) and (2) enable fast-path
packet forwarding because the packet never leaves the FPGA. We observe that many
common routing protocols can be implemented with these two forwarding mechanisms
alone. Figure 5 is not the actual implementation but shows the functional aspect of
SwitchBlade’s implementation.
By default, SwitchBlade performs a longest-prefix match, assuming an IPv4 desti-
nation address is present in the packet header. To enable use of customized lookup, a
VDP can set the appropriate mode bit in the platform header of the incoming packet.
One of the four different forwarding mechanisms can be invoked for the packet by
the mode bits as described in Table 2. The output port lookup module performs
LPM and exact matching on the hash value from the forwarding table stored in the
TCAM(Ternary Content-Addressable Memory). The same TCAM is used for LPM
and for exact matching for hashing therefore the mask from the user decides the
nature of match being done. Once the output port lookup module determines the
output port for the packet it adds the output port number to the packet’s platform
header. The packet is then sent to the postprocessing modules for further process-
ing. In Section 3.3.5, we describe the details of software work and how the packet is
handled when it is sent to the CPU.
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3.3.5 Flexible Software Exceptions
Although performing all processing of the packets in hardware is the only way to
achieve line rate performance, it may be expensive to introduce complex forwarding
implementations in the hardware. Also, if certain processing will only be performed
on a few packets and the processing requirements of those packets are different from
the majority of other packets, development can be faster and less expensive if those
few packets are processed by the CPU instead (e.g., ICMP packets in routers are
typically processed in the CPU).
SwitchBlade introduces software exceptions to programmatically direct certain
packets to the CPU for additional processing. This concept is similar to the OpenFlow
concept of rules that can identify packets that match a particular traffic flow that
should be passed to the controller. However, combining software exceptions with the
LPM table provides greater flexibility, since a VDP can add exceptions to existing
forwarding rules. Similarly, if a user starts receiving more traffic than expected from
a particular software exception, that user can simply remove the software exception
entry and add the forwarding rule in forwarding tables.
There is a separate exceptions table, which can be filled via a register interface
on a per-VDP basis and is accessible to the output port lookup module, as shown in
Figure 5(a). When the mode bits field in the platform header is set to 3 (Table 2),
the output port lookup module performs an exact match of the hash value in the
packet’s platform header with the entries in the exceptions table for the VDP. If
there is a match, then the packet is redirected to the CPU where it can be processed
using software-based handlers, and if there is none then the packet is sent back to
the output port lookup module to perform an LPM on the destination address. We
describe the process after the packet is sent to the CPU later.
SwitchBlade’s software exceptions feature allows decision caching [42]: software
may install its decisions as LPM or exact match rules in the forwarding tables so that
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future packets are forwarded rapidly in hardware without causing software exceptions.
SwitchBlade allows custom processing of some packets in software. There are two
forwarding modes that permit this function: unconditional forwarding of all packets
or forwarding of packets based on software exceptions to the CPU. Once a packet has
been designated to be sent to the CPU, it is placed in a CPU queue corresponding to
its VDP, as shown in Figure 5(a). The current SwitchBlade implementation forwards
the packet to the CPU, with the platform header attached to the packet.
3.4 NetFPGA Implementation
In this section, we describe our NetFPGA-based implementation of SwitchBlade, as
well as custom data planes that we have implemented using SwitchBlade. For each of
these data planes, we present details of the custom modules, and how these modules
are integrated into the SwitchBlade pipeline.
3.4.1 SwitchBlade Platform
SwitchBlade implements all the modules shown in Figure 6 on the NetFPGA [10] plat-
form. The current implementation uses four packet preprocessor modules, as shown
in Table 3. SwitchBlade uses SRAM for packet storage and BRAM and SRL16e stor-
age for forwarding information for all the VDPs and uses the PCI interface to send
or receive packets from the host machine operating system. The NetFPGA project
provides reference implementations for various capabilities, such as the ability to push
the Linux routing table to the hardware. Our framework extends this implementa-
tion to add other features, such as the support of virtual data planes, customizable
hardware modules, and programmable software exceptions. Figure 6 shows the im-
plementation of the NetFPGA router-based pipeline for SwitchBlade. Because our
implementation is based on the NetFPGA reference implementation, adding multi-
cast packet forwarding depends on the capabilities of NetFPGA reference router [10]
implementation. Because the base implementation can support multicast forwarding,
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Figure 6: SwitchBlade Pipeline for NetFPGA implementation.
SwitchBlade can also support it.
VDP Selection Stage. The SwitchBlade implementation adds three new stages
to the NetFPGA reference router [10] pipeline as shown in gray in Figure 6. The
VDP selection stage essentially performs destination MAC lookup for each incoming
packet and if the destination MAC address matches then the packet is accepted and
the VDP-id is attached to the packet’s platform header (Table 2). VDP selection is
implemented using a CAM (Content Addressable Memory), where each MAC address
is associated with a VDP-ID. This table is called the Virtual Data Plane table. An
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admin register interface allows the SwitchBlade administrator to allow or disallow
users from using a VDP by adding or removing their destination MAC entries from
the table.
Preprocessing Stage. A developer can add customizable packet preprocessor mod-
ules to the VDP. There are two main benefits for these customizable preproces-
sor modules. First, this modularity streamlines the deployment of new forwarding
schemes. Second, the hardware cost of supporting new protocols does not increase
linearly with the addition of new protocol preprocessors. To enable custom packet
forwarding, the preprocessing stage also provides a hashing module that takes 256-
bits as input and produces a 32-bit output (Table 2). The hashing scheme does not
provide a longest-prefix match; it only offers support for an exact match on the hash
value. In our existing implementation each preprocessor module is fixed with one
specific VDP.
Shaping Stage. We implement bandwidth isolation for each VDP using a simple
network traffic rate limiter. Each VDP has a configurable rate limiter that increases
or decreases the VDP’s allocated bandwidth. We used a rate limiter from the NetF-
PGA’s reference implementation for this purpose. The register interface to update
the rate limits is accessible only with admin privileges.
Software Exceptions. To enable programmable software exceptions, SwitchBlade
uses a 32-entry CAM within each VDP that can be configured from software using
the register interface. SwitchBlade has a register interface that can be used to add a
32-bit hash representing a flow or packet. Each VDP has a set of registers to update
the software exceptions table to redirect packets from hardware to software.
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Figure 7: Resource sharing in SwitchBlade.
Figure 8: Life of OpenFlow, IPv6, and Path Splicing packets.
Sharing and custom packet processing. The modules that function on the
virtual router instance are shared between different virtual router instances that reside
on the same FPGA device. Only those modules that the virtual router user selects can
operate on the packet; others do not touch the packet. This path-selection mechanism
is unique. Depending on an individual virtual router user’s requirements, the user
can simply select the path of the packet and the modules that the virtual router user
requires.
3.4.2 Custom Data Planes using SwitchBlade
Implementing any new functionality in SwitchBlade requires hardware programming
in Verilog, but if the module is added as a pluggable preprocessor, then the developer
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needs to be concerned with the pluggable preprocessor implementation only, as long
as decoding can occur within specific clock cycles. Once a new module is added and
its interface is linked with the register interface, a user can write a high-level program
to use a combination of the newly added and previously added modules. Although
the number of modules in a pipeline may appear limited because of smaller header
size, this number can be increased by making the pipeline wider or by adding another
header for every packet.
To allow developers to write their own protocols or use existing ones, SwitchBlade
offers header files in C++, Perl, and Python; these files refer to register address space
for that user’s register interface only. A developer simply needs to include one of these
header files. Once the register file is included, the developer can write a user-space
program by reading and writing to the register interface. The developer can then use
the register interface to enable or disable modules in the SwitchBlade pipeline. The
developer can also use this interface to add hooks for software exceptions. Figure 8
shows SwitchBlade’s custom packet path. We have implemented three different rout-
ing protocols and forwarding mechanisms: OpenFlow [117], Path Splicing [111], and
IPv6 [54] on SwitchBlade.
OpenFlow. We implemented the exact match lookup mechanism of OpenFlow in
hardware using SwitchBlade without VLAN support. The OpenFlow preprocessor
module, as shown in Figure 4, parses a packet and extracts the ten tuples of a packet
defined in OpenFlow specifications. The OpenFlow preprocessor module extracts the
bits from the packet header and returns a 240-bit wide OpenFlow flow entry. These
240-bits travel on a 256-bit wire to the hasher module. The hasher module returns a
32-bit hash value that is added to the SwitchBlade platform header (Figure 3). After
the addition of hash value this module adds a module selector bitmap to the packet’s
platform header. The pipeline then sets mode field in the packet’s platform header
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to 1, which makes the output port lookup module perform an exact match on the
hash value of the packet. The output port lookup module looks up the hash value in
the exact match table and forwards the packet to the output port if the lookup was
a hit. If the table does not contain the corresponding entry, the platform forward the
packet to the CPU for processing with software-based handlers.
Because OpenFlow offers switch functionality and does not require any extra post-
processing (e.g., TTL decrement or checksum calculation), a user can prevent the
forwarding stage from performing any extra postprocessing functions on the packet.
Nothing happens in the forwarding stage apart from the lookup, and SwitchBlade
queues the packet in the appropriate output queue. A developer can update source
and destination MACs as well, using the register interface.
Path Splicing. Path Splicing enables users to select different paths to a destination
based on the splicing bits in the packet header. The splicing bits are included as a
bitmap in the packet’s header and serve as an index for one of the possible paths to the
destination. To implement Path Splicing in hardware, we implemented a processing
module in the preprocessing stage. For each incoming packet, the preprocessor module
extracts the splicing bits and the destination IP address. It concatenates the IP
destination address and the splicing bits to generate a new address that represents a
separate path. Since Path Splicing allows variation in path selection, this bit field can
vary in length. The hasher module takes this bit field, creates a 32-bit hash value,
and attaches it to the packet’s platform header.
When the packet reaches the exact match lookup table, its 32-bit hash value is
extracted from SwitchBlade header and is looked up in the exact match table. If a
match exists, the card forwards the packet on the appropriate output port. Because
the module is concatenating the bits and then hashing them and there is an exact
match down the pipeline, two packets with the same destination address but different
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paths will have different hashes, so they will be matched against different forwarding
table entries and routed along two different paths. Since Path Splicing uses IPv4
for packet processing, all the postprocessing modules on the default path (e.g., TTL
decrement) operate on the packet and update the packet’s required fields. Switch-
Blade can also support equal-cost multipath (ECMP). For this protocol, the user
must implement a new preprocessor module that can select two different paths based
on the packet header fields and can store their hashes in the lookup table sending
packets to two separate paths based on the hash match in lookup.
IPv6. The IPv6 implementation on SwitchBlade also uses the customizable pre-
processor modules to extract the 128-bit destination address from an incoming IPv6
packet. The preprocessor module extracts the 128-bits and sends them to the hasher
module to generate a 32-bit hash from the address.
Our implementation restricts longest prefix match to 32-bit address fields, so it
is not currently possible to perform longest prefix match for IPv6. The output port
lookup stage performs an exact match on the hash value of the IPv6 packet and
sends it for postprocessing. When the packet reaches the postprocessing stage, it only
needs to have its TTL decremented because there is no checksum in IPv6. But it also
requires to have its source and destination MACs updated before forwarding. The
module selector bitmap shown in figure 3 and table 2 enables only the postprocessing
module responsible for TTL decrement and not the ones doing checksum recalculation.
Because the TTL offset for IPv6 is at a different byte offset than the default IPv4
TTL field, SwitchBlade uses a wrapper module that extracts only the bits of the
packet’s header that are required by the TTL decrement module; it then updates the
packet’s header with the decremented TTL.
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3.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our implementation of SwitchBlade using NetFPGA [10]
as a prototype development platform. Our evaluation focuses on three main aspects
of SwitchBlade: (1) resource utilization for the SwitchBlade platform; (2) forwarding
performance and isolation for parallel data planes; and (3) data-plane update rates.
3.5.1 Resource Utilization
To provide insight about the resource usage when different data planes are imple-
mented on SwitchBlade, we used Xilinx ISE [161] 9.2 to synthesize SwitchBlade. We
found that a single physical IPv4 router implementation developed by the NetFPGA
group at Stanford University uses a total of 23K four-input LUTs, which consume
about 49% of the total available four-input LUTs, on the NetFPGA. The implemen-
tation also requires 123 BRAM units, which is 53% of the total available BRAM.
We refer to our existing implementation with one OpenFlow, one IPv6, one vari-
able bit extractor, and one Path Splicing preprocessor with an IPv4 router and capable
of supporting four VDPs as the SwitchBlade“base configuration”. This implementa-
tion uses 37K four-input LUTs, which account for approximately 79% of four-input
LUTs. Approximately 4.5% of LUTs are used for shift registers. Table 4 shows the
resource utilization for the base SwitchBlade implementation; SwitchBlade uses more
resources than the base IPv4 router, as shown in table 5, but the increase in resource
utilization is less than linear in the number of VDPs that SwitchBlade can support.
Sharing modules enables resource savings for different protocol implementations.
Table 5 shows the resource usage for implementations of an IPv4 router, an OpenFlow
switch, and path splicing. These implementations achieve 4 Gbps; OpenFlow and
Path Splicing implementations provide more resources than SwitchBlade. But there
is not much difference in resource usage for these implementations when compared
with the possible configurations which SwitchBlade can support.
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Table 4: Resource utilization for the base SwitchBlade platform.
Resource NetFPGA Utilization % Utilization
Slices 21 K out of 23 K 90%
4-input LUTs 37 K out of 47 K 79%
Flip Flops 20 K out of 47 K 42%
External IOBs 353 out of 692 51%
Eq. Gate Count 13 M N/A
Table 5: Resource usage for different data planes.
NetFPGA Slices 4-input Flip Flops BRAM Equivalent
Implementation LUTs Gate Count
Path Splicing 17 K 19 K 17 K 172 12 M
OpenFlow 21 K 35 K 22 K 169 12 M
IPv4 16 K 23 K 15 K 123 8 M
Virtual Data Planes can support multiple forwarding planes in parallel. Placing
four Path Splicing implementations in parallel on a larger FPGA to run four Path
Splicing data planes will require four times the resources of existing Path Splicing
implementation. Because no modules are shared between the four forwarding planes,
the number of resources will not increase linearly and will remain constant in the best
case.
From a gate count perspective, Path Splicing with larger forwarding tables and
more memory will require approximately four times the resources as in Table 5;
SwitchBlade with smaller forwarding tables and less memory will require almost same
amount of resources. This resource usage gap begins to increase as we increase the
number of Virtual Data Planes on the FPGA. Recent trends in FPGA development
such as Xilinx Virtex 7 [158] and Xilinx Virtex UltraScale [160] suggest higher speeds
and larger area; these trends will allow more VDPs to be placed on a single FPGA,
which will facilitate more resource sharing.
3.5.2 Forwarding Performance and Isolation
We used the NetFPGA-based packet generator [51] for traffic generation to generate
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Figure 9: Packet forwarding rates (NetF-
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SwitchBlade with Traffic Filtering
Figure 10: Data plane performance:
NetFPGA reference router vs. Switch-
Blade.
isolation provided between the VDPs. Some of the results we present in this section
are derived from experiments in previous work [23].
Raw forwarding rates. Previous work has measured the maximum sustainable
packet forwarding rate for different configurations of software-based virtual routers [29].
We also measure packet forwarding rates and show that hardware-accelerated forward-
ing can increase packet forwarding rates. We compare forwarding rates of Linux and
NetFPGA-based router implementation from NetFPGA group [10], as shown in Fig-
ure 9. The maximum forwarding rate shown, about 1.4 million packets per second, is
the maximum traffic rate which we were able to generate through the NetFPGA-based
packet generator.
The Linux kernel drops packets at high loads, but our configuration could not
send packets at a high enough rate to see packet drops in hardware. If we impose
the condition that no packets should be dropped at the router, then the packet for-
warding rates for the Linux router drops significantly, but the forwarding rates for
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Table 6: Physical Router, Packet Drop Behavior.
Physical Router (’000s of packets)
Packet Size(bytes) Pkts Sent Pkts Fwd @ Core Pkts recv @Sink
64 40 K 40 K 20 K
104 40 K 40 K 20 K
204 40 K 40 K 20 K
504 40 K 40 K 20 K
704 40 K 40 K 20 K
1004 39.8 K 39.8 K 19.9 K
1518 4 K 4 K 1.9 K
the hardware-based router remain constant. Figure 9 shows packet forwarding rates
when this “no packet drop” condition is not imposed (i.e., we measure the maximum
sustainable forwarding rates). For large packet sizes, SwitchBlade could achieve the
same forwarding rate using in-kernel forwarding as we were using a single port of
NetFPGA router. Once the packet size drops below 200 bytes; the software-based
router cannot keep pace with the forwarding requirements.
Forwarding performance for Virtual Data Planes. Figure 10 shows the data-
plane forwarding performance of SwitchBlade running four data planes in parallel
versus the NetFPGA reference router [10], for various packet sizes. We have disabled
the rate limiters in SwitchBlade for these experiments. The figure shows that run-
ning SwitchBlade incurs no additional performance penalty when compared to the
performance of running the reference router [10]. By default, traffic belonging to any
VDP can arrive on any of the physical Ethernet interfaces since all of the ports are in
promiscuous mode. To measure SwitchBlade’s to filter traffic that is not destined for
any VDP, we flooded SwitchBlade with a mix of traffic where half of the packets had
destination MAC addresses of SwitchBlade virtual interfaces and half of the packets
had destination MAC addresses that didn’t belong to any VDP. As a result, half of
the packets were dropped and rest were forwarded, which resulted in a forwarding
rate that was half of the incoming traffic rate.
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Table 7: Four Parallel Data Planes, Packet Drop Behavior.
Four Data Planes (’000s of packets)
Packet Size(bytes) Pkts Sent Pkts Fwd @ Core Pkts recv @Sink
64 40 K 40 K 20 K
104 40 K 40 K 20 K
204 40 K 40 K 20 K
504 40 K 40 K 20 K
704 40 K 40 K 20 K
1004 39.8 K 39.8 K 19.9 K
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Figure 11: Test topology for testing SwitchBlade implementation of Path Splicing.
Isolation for Virtual Data Planes. To measure CPU isolation, we used four
parallel data planes to forward traffic when a user-space process used 100% of the
CPU. We then sent traffic where each user had an assigned traffic quota in packets
per second. When no user surpassed the assigned quotas, the router forwarded traffic
according to the assigned rates, with no packet loss. To measure traffic isolation, we
set up a topology where two 1 Gbps ports of routers were flooded at 1 Gbps and a sink
node were connected to a third 1 Gbps port. We used four VDPs to forward traffic
to the same output port. Tables 6 and 7 show that, at this packet forwarding rate,
only half of the packets make it through, on first come first serve basis, as shown in
fourth column. These tables show that both the reference router implementation and
SwitchBlade have the same performance in the worst-case scenario when an output
port is flooded. The second and third columns show the number of packets sent to
the router and the number of packets forwarded by the router. Our design does not








































Figure 12: Path Splicing router perfor-
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Figure 13: Variable Bit Length Extrac-
tion router performance compared with
base router.
Forwarding performance for non-IP packets. We also tested whether Switch-
Blade incurred any forwarding penalty for forwarding custom, non-IP packets; Switch-
Blade was also able to forward these packets at the same rate as regular IP packets.
Figure 11 shows the testbed we used to test the Path Splicing implementation. We
again used the NetFPGA-based hardware packet generator [51] to send and receive
traffic. Figure 12 shows the packet forwarding rates of this NetFPGA-based imple-
mentation, as observed at the sink node. No packet loss occurred on any of the nodes
shown in Figure 11. We sent two flows with same destination IP address but using
different splicing bits to direct them to different routers. Packets from one flow were
sent to R2 via R1, while others went directly to R2. In another iteration, we in-
troduced four different flows in the network, such that all four forwarding tables at
router R0 and R2 were looked up with equal probability; in this case, SwitchBlade
also forwarded the packets at full rate. Both these experiments show that SwitchBlade
can implement schemes like Path Splicing and forward traffic at hardware speeds for
non-IP packets.
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Table 8: Forwarding Table Update Performance.
VDPs Total Ent. Entries/Table Time(sec) Single Ent. (µs)
1 400 K 400 K 86.582 216
2 800 K 400 K 86.932 112
3 1,200 K 400 K 88.523 74
4 1,600 K 400 K 89.770 56
In another experiment, we used the Variable Bit Extraction module to extract
first 64 bits from the header for hashing. We used a simple source and sink topology
with SwitchBlade between them and measured the number of packets forwarded.
Figure 13 shows the comparison of forwarding rates when forwarding was being done
using SwitchBlade based on the first 64-bits of an Ethernet frame and when it was
done using NetFPGA base router.
3.5.3 Data-Plane Update Rates
Each VDP in a router on SwitchBlade needs to have its own forwarding table. Because
the VDPs share a single physical device, simultaneous table updates from different
VDPs might create a bottleneck. To evaluate the performance of SwitchBlade for
forwarding table update speeds, we assumed the worst-case scenario, where all VDPs
flush their tables and rewrite them again at the same time. We assumed that the
table size for each VDP is 400,000 entries. We updated all four tables simultaneously,
but there was no performance decrease while updating the forwarding table from
software. Four processes were writing the table entries in the forwarding table.
Table 8 shows updating 1.6 million entries simultaneously took 89.77 seconds
on average, with a standard deviation of less than one second. As the number of
VDPs increases, the average update rate remains constant, but as the number of
VDPs increases, the PCI interconnect speed becomes a bottleneck between the VDP
processes updating the table and the SwitchBlade FPGA.
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3.6 Summary
We have presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of SwitchBlade, a plat-
form for deploying custom protocols on programmable hardware. SwitchBlade uses
a pipeline-based hardware design; using this pipeline, developers can swap common
hardware processing modules in and out of the packet-processing flow on the fly, with-
out having to resynthesize hardware. SwitchBlade also offers programmable software
exception handling to allow developers to integrate custom functions into the packet
processing pipeline that cannot be handled in hardware. SwitchBlade’s customiz-
able forwarding engine also permits the platform to make packet forwarding decisions
on various fields in the packet header, enabling custom, non-IP based forwarding at
hardware speeds. Finally, SwitchBlade can host multiple data planes in hardware in
parallel, sharing common hardware processing modules while providing performance
isolation between the respective data planes. These features make SwitchBlade a suit-
able platform for hosting virtual routers or for simply deploying multiple data planes
for protocols or services that offer complementary functions in a production environ-
ment. We implemented SwitchBlade using the NetFPGA platform, but SwitchBlade
can be implemented with any FPGA.
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CHAPTER 4
VIRTUALIZED SOFTWARE DATA PLANE
4.1 Introduction
Recent work has shown how virtual machines [58,59,107] can be used to have multiple
parallel forwarding data planes in software. An important aspect of virtual machine
design and implementation is fairness in resource allocation across virtual machines.
Although it is relatively well understood how to fairly allocate computing resources
like CPU cycles, the notion of fairness becomes less clear when it is applied to I/O—
and, in particular, network I/O. A common approach for controlling I/O resource
utilization is to implement scheduling in the virtual machine monitor or hypervisor.
Unfortunately, this approach induces significant CPU overhead due to I/O interrupt
processing.
Various approaches to increase the performance of virtual-machine I/O have been
proposed. Some try to provide new scheduling algorithms for virtual machines for
better network I/O performance. Other techniques use existing schedulers and try to
provide system optimizations, both in software and in hardware. From the operating
system perspective, they fall into two categories: the driver-domain model and those
that provide direct I/O access for high speed network I/O.
A key problem in virtual machines is network I/O fairness, which guarantees that
no virtual machine can have disproportionate use of the physical network interface.
This chapter presents a design that achieves network I/O fairness across virtual ma-
chines by applying rate limiting in hardware on virtual interfaces. We show that
applying rate limiting in hardware can reduce the CPU cycles required to implement
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per-virtual machine rate limiting for network I/O. Our design applies generally to
network I/O fairness for network interfaces in general, making our contributions ap-
plicable to any setting where virtual machines need network I/O fairness (i.e., either
for virtual servers [25] or virtual routers [58]).
Our goals for the implementation of network I/O fairness for virtual machines are
four-fold. First, the rate limiter should be fair: it should be able to enforce network
I/O fairness across different virtual machines. Second, the mechanism must be scal-
able: the mechanism must scale as the number of virtual machines increases. Third,
it must be flexible: because virtual machines may be continually remapped to the un-
derlying hardware, the mechanism must operate in circumstances where virtual ports
may be frequently remapped to underlying physical ports; this association should
also be easily programmable. Finally, the mechanism must be robust, so that neither
benign users nor malicious attackers can subvert the rate-control mechanism.
We achieve these design goals with a simple principle: push rate limiting as close
as possible to the underlying physical hardware, suppressing as many software inter-
rupts as possible. Our implementation builds on our previous work in fast data planes
for virtual routers that are built on commodity hardware [23]. The design suppresses
interrupts by implementing rate limiting for each virtual queue in hardware, prevent-
ing the hypervisor or operating system from ever needing to process the packets or
implement any fairness mechanisms. Our evaluation shows that implementing rate
limiting directly in hardware, rather than relying on the virtual machine hypervisor,
can reduce both CPU interrupts and the required number of instructions to forward
packets at a certain rate by an order of magnitude.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.3 presents the basic design
of a virtualized network interface card to enable network resource isolation in hard-
ware and freeing CPU from unwanted packets overhead to do better virtual machine
resource scheduling; this design is agnostic to any specific programmable hardware
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platform. Section 4.4 presents an implementation of our design using the NetFPGA
platform. Section 4.5 presents a preliminary evaluation of the virtualized network
interface card; Section 4.6 concludes this chapter with summary of contributions and
lessons learned.
4.2 Design Goals
This section outlines the design goals and challenges for the virtualized network in-
terface card that provides both network I/O fairness and can support multiple virtual
machines running on the CPU of data plane device. These VMs can act as virtualized
data planes or can act as end host machines.
1. Fair. Our main goal is to provide network I/O fairness to all users who share
a single physical server. The design should be scalable enough to provide both
transmit and receive-side fairness to all users on a single server. Fair access
to the network resources enables a cloud service provider to allocate a fixed
amount of bandwidth to each user at the server level, so that as load increases,
no user should have access to an unfair share of resources.
2. Scalable. Increasing CPU processing power [14] with increasing interconnec-
tion bandwidths (e.g, PCIe 2.0) means that data can be sent to the CPU at
increasingly high rates. These two facts point towards a higher per-server net-
work bandwidth in cloud infrastructure and data-center networks. A general
rule of thumb of one virtual machine per thread per processor [112] means that
a single server might host tens of virtual machines. Therefore, the design should
be scalable enough to handle the bandwidth of an increasing number of virtual
machines per server.
3. Flexible. The design should allow the physical server owner to dynamically
change the physical port association of a virtual Ethernet card on the fly. A
physical card might have an unequal number of physical and virtual Ethernet
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ports, which means that number of virtual Ethernet cards that can be main-
tained on a single card should not depend on physical Ethernet ports on the
hardware. We assume that new virtual machines will be created regularly on
a server and that they can have new MAC addresses with each new instance.
Similarly, if a virtual machine migrates from one server to another, it might
want to keep its MAC address as it moves; therefore, the network interface card
should be able to accommodate the new MAC address if needed.
4. Programmable. Associating each virtual Ethernet interface should be based
on MAC addresses. The virtual network interface card should be programmable
enough to allow the administrator to associate the physical and virtual interfaces
using a simple programmable interface. It should also enable the administrator
to associate virtual Ethernet interfaces with physical ones based on user defined
values (e.g, IPv4 addresses).
5. Robust. Design should be robust enough to not introduce any malicious behav-
ior. e.g., Separating physical interfaces from virtual Ethernet interfaces opens
the possibility of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks on the VMs on the same
physical server. We aim for our design to be robust enough to withstand any
malicious activity from the users residing on the same physical server.
The next sections describe the design and implementation that tries to achieve these
goals.
4.3 Design
Our design assumes multiple users on a server sharing a physical network interface
card, as shown in Figure 14. The higher per-server network bandwidth requirement
of cloud infrastructure and data-center networks makes scalability one of the main
issues for our design. We use a CAM-based design to handle multiplexing and de-
multiplexing of high-speed network traffic in hardware for a large number of virtual
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Figure 14: Virtualized network interface card with rate limiters.
machines.
One of our main goals is to maintain network I/O fairness in hardware and sup-
press unwanted interrupts on the card before sending packets to the CPU. Achieving
this network I/O fairness in hardware can ultimately result in better performance
and better resource scheduling for the server. Virtualized Ethernet cards available in
the market [15, 16] provide a notion of virtual Ethernet interfaces, as we discuss in
Section 4.3.1. We also explain how virtual interfaces can be mapped to the physi-
cal interfaces on a card (Section 4.3.2). Previous work has shown that multi-queue
network interface cards provide better performance than single-queue cards [56,128].
Because there is no open implementation of a virtualized network interface card, we
first modify the NetFPGA [10] NIC implementation to provide a virtualized network
interface card. We further modify this implementation to provide programmability
and network I/O fairness, suppressing the interrupts inside hardware before sending
them to the CPU (Section 4.3.3).
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4.3.1 Virtualized Ethernet Card
Virtualized network interface cards (e.g., [15, 16]) provide packet multiplexing and
demultiplexing in hardware instead of software. Without hardware support, this
multiplexing and demultiplexing occurs in the driver domain; with increasing net-
work bandwidth requirements for server, multiplexing and demultiplexing in software
can easily become a performance bottleneck. Because physical Ethernet cards can
have many virtual network interfaces, we implement the packet multiplexing and de-
multiplexing using the MAC mapping table and map each virtual network interface
in VM to a physical queue in hardware.
In the NetFPGA reference design for network interface card, each Ethernet port
is mapped to a corresponding Ethernet interface in software. Thus, if a packet arrives
on a physical Ethernet interface, by default it is sent to the software interface in Linux
kernel, at which point the user process handles the packet.
We have allocated virtual Ethernet interfaces to physical queues using a mapping
table, as shown in Figure 14. Because the number of virtual Ethernet interfaces in
software can be more than the physical ports available on hardware we use a table
that maps physical to virtual Ethernet interface mappings so that the packet can be
sent to the appropriate queue in hardware.
Each Ethernet interface must also have its own MAC address through which it
can be identified to the outside world. Thus, each virtual Ethernet interface has a
48-bit register that stores the MAC address for the virtual Ethernet interface.
4.3.2 Mapping Ethernet Interfaces
On a physical card, the number of physical Ethernet interfaces may not be equal
to virtual Ethernet interfaces. Therefore, to identify each virtual Ethernet interface
uniquely, each virtual interface must have a unique MAC address. MAC addresses for
the virtual Ethernet interfaces are maintained in a small table. For every incoming
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packet, its destination MAC address is looked up in the table to see if the packet
belongs to one of the virtual Ethernet interfaces on the card. If there is a hit in this
table, it means the packet is addressed to one of the virtual machines and is accepted;
in case of a miss, the network interface card drops the packet.
In addition to book-keeping of MAC addresses for virtual interfaces, this table
also maps each MAC address to the corresponding virtual Ethernet interface. This
mapping translates the MAC address to physical queue mapping in hardware. For
each incoming packet, if its destination MAC address is present in the mapping ta-
ble, a table lookup returns the corresponding virtual Ethernet interface to the MAC
address. Based on this value, the incoming packet is sent to the appropriate virtual
interface in software.
The mapping of physical to Virtual Ethernet interfaces is dynamic and can be
changed by the administrator on the fly. In addition to redirecting received packets,
the mapping table has information about outgoing packets. It has a field that is
looked up for every outgoing packet. This field makes sure that users can send traffic
out of the physical interface through which they are allowed to send traffic out instead
of any other interface.
4.3.3 Fairness and Interrupt Suppression
Each virtual Ethernet interface’s receive queue has rate limiters placed on it. Once
the packet is forwarded from the mapping tables stage, it reaches to a token bucket
rate limiter as shown in figure 14. These rate limiters provide a soft limit to the
traffic coming to the CPU and these limits can be changed by the administrator
using a register interface through a user-space program.
Rate limiting before the receive queue of each virtual Ethernet interface can help
enforce a fairness policy set by the administrator. If any of the user tries to send
more traffic than what is allocated than the packets are dropped. This design ensures
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that different virtual machine users receive no more than their allocated share of
bandwidth.
In addition to providing network traffic fairness between the virtual machines,
packet dropping in hardware makes sure that no extra packets go the hypervisor.
There are two reason to drop packets in hardware. First of all bandwidth of NIC
interconnect interface may not be enough to send all traffic from virtualized NIC to
the software e.g. PCI bandwidth is much less than 4Gbps bandwidth of NetFPGA
card. Therefore NIC should not be receiving more traffic than it can push through
the interconnect interface. Rate limiter imposes this limit and drops any extra pack-
ets that can not be pushed through the interconnect. Secondly, it puts a limit on
bandwidth usage by each VM thus there are no extra interrupts generated for the
hypervisor to handle extra traffic for a specific user.
Inter-virtual machine traffic on the same server can both be legitimate and illegit-
imate. Any legitimate virtual machine user on a server can mount malicious attacks
on the neighbors residing on the same physical server. Its possible that a user can
send a packet with his source MAC address, destined to another machine on the same
server. This kind of attack will result in wasted CPU cycles for the user that is under
attack. One solution can be to simply block inter-virtual machine traffic, but another
solution can be to block inter virtual machine traffic based on legitimacy of inter-
virtual machine traffic. A simple blocking solution mimics the behavior in servers
with different NICs and can implemented by looking up the source and destination
MAC addresses for each outgoing packet. If the destination MAC address and the
source MAC address of packet are matched then the packet can be dropped; if there


















































































Figure 15: Pipeline for NetFPGA implementation.
4.4 Implementation
We implemented this virtual NIC design with a mapping table and rate limiters for
receive-side fairness for virtual machines. Through this implementation, we wanted
to show the feasibility of the design and its ability to maintain network I/O fairness
and interrupt suppression.
Figure 15 shows our implementation on a NetFPGA [10] card, with the possibility
of adding rate limiters on the transmit side. Figure 15 also shows the pipeline of the
implementation with new modules for virtualized Ethernet card highlighted. We have
used the NetFPGA reference implementation as the base implementation. We have
combined “Output Port Lookup” and “Virtual NIC Lookup” stages into a single stage
and have not implemented transmit-side rate limiters for the CPU queues which are
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shown with dotted lines in figure 15.
There are four rate limiters in hardware to provide receive-side fairness for the
incoming packets to all the virtual machines running in software. Similarly, transmit-
side rate limiters can be used to stop any virtual machine from sending more than its
fair share (Figure 15). Because the packet generation process is handled by the CPU
and each virtual machine’s CPU cycle scheduling is already being done by Xen VM
scheduler, it should not be possible for a VM process to get more than its share of CPU
cycles allotted by scheduler and then generate high volumes of traffic. However, a user
might still send traffic from unauthorized physical Ethernet interface; to counter this,
we have an entry in mapping table that keeps track of outgoing traffic and prohibits
any user from sending at higher than the allotted rate.
We have implemented queue mapping using a single BlockRAM-based CAM with
exact matching. There are 32 entries in CAM; each entry has 3 fields. For each entry,
there is a single MAC address with administrator allocated incoming and outgoing
ports for it to access.
The NIC matches the destination MAC address of each packet against the CAM;
if there is a hit in the table, then the card sends the packet to the corresponding CPU
queue, as determined by the values that are stored in the CAM. Figure 15 shows the
CPU queues after the MAC lookup stages as “CPU TxN”. If there is a miss, then the
packet is dropped immediately in the “Virtual NIC Lookup” stage.
For packets coming from the CPU, the interface card looks up the packet’s source
MAC address; if there is an entry for the source MAC address, then the interface
card knows that a legitimate user sent the packet. The interface card then identifies
this user’s outgoing port and the packet is sent out of the allocated physical port to
the particular user.
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Table 9: Resource utilization for the Virtualized NIC with four rate limiters
Resource V2Pro 50 Utilization % Utilization
Slices 15K out of 23,616 63%
Total 4-input LUTs 21.5K out of 47,232 45%
Route Thru 2K out of 47,232 4.3%
Flip Flops 15K out of 47,232 31%
Block RAMs 116 out of 232 50%
Eq. Gate Count 8,176 K N/A
4.5 Results
In this section, we present the resource usage of an initial NetFPGA-based hardware
implementation and the performance results.
4.5.1 Resource Usage
For the resource usage of our implementation we used Xilinx ISE 9.2 [161] for syn-
thesis. The resource usage reported here is for a design with 32-entry CAM and
with four virtual interfaces on the card. Adding more virtual Ethernet interfaces will
mean adding more queues on the NetFPGA card which means more resource usage.
Here we are using four rate limiters on each Ethernet queue for receive side fairness
therefore we only need a four entry table.
Our existing implementation, uses 21,500 four-input Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) of
the 47,232 available. This makes 4-input LUT utilization to be 45% of available
resources on the Virtex-II Pro FPGA [159]. Table 9 provides various other statistics
about resource usage. This resource usage will increase once we increase the number
of queues in hardware and add rate limiters to those queues; it will decrease if we
have less than 32 entries in the CAM.
4.5.2 Performance
We first show that our simple virtualized network card implementation works by
assigning each virtual network interface a specific MAC address that can be used
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by the virtual machine. Current implementation has four queues in hardware and
four interfaces in the software. In this experiment, we simply show that what is the
maximum amount of traffic that can be sent from the outside servers to the virtual
machines on server. Although the PCIe interface has much higher bandwidth than
PCI interface, the 1x4 Gbps NetFPGA [10] card only has PCI interface; therefore,
we have done measurements on NetFPGA card connected to the server through PCI
interface.
Figure 16: Experimental Setup
Figure 16 shows our experimental setup, which consists of 2 1U servers with Intel
Quad Core processors and 4GB of RAM on each machine. Each machine has one
NetFPGA card. It is a single source-sink topology where source is directly connected
with the sink. All four ports of the source node are connected directly to the four ports
of the sink node. We used the NetFPGA-based packet generator [51] to generate high
speed network traffic. On the receiver side, we had NetFPGA card with virtualized
network interface card, as discussed in Section 4.4.
4.5.2.1 Packet Demultiplexing
We measured packet-receive rates in the Xen hypervisor to obtain a baseline mea-
surement for forwarding speeds of the PCI-based NetFPGA NIC card. Figure 17


































Figure 17: Total number of received packets per second at different packet sizes, for one,
two and four queues
of the network interface card. As we increased the number of queues from one to four,
the total packet receive rate remained the same, and the bandwidth was distributed
evenly across different virtual machines. Interestingly, this flooding showed fairness
in the number of packets received by more than one queues. When we flooded two
and four queues, the cumulative rate remained the almost same, and all queues re-
ceived packets at equal rate. This shows that the virtualized NICs achieve fairness
even when all hardware-based rate limiters are disabled.
Figure 18 shows the per-queue receive rate in packets per second that can be
achieved when the NetFPGA card is in the PCI slot. When we increase the number
of receive queues that are being flooded, the forwarding rate per port is decreased:
the forwarding rate is inversely proportional to the number of queues.
These two figures(Figures 18 and 19) show the inherent fairness in the virtualized





































Figure 18: Number of received packets



































Interrupts/second by single queue
Flooded Single Queue, No Rate Limiter
Flood Single Queue, Rate Limited
Figure 19: Reduction in Hardware Inter-
rupts to CPU
is equally shared among them. We are able to get equal shares for all the users
mainly because of virtualized queues, and by representing each queue in software as
a separate network interface. It also shows that with the PCI 32-bit version working,
we can achieve a maximum speed of about 90,000 packets per second with 64-byte
sized packets. While each queue is receiving packets at approximately 23,500 packets
per second.
4.5.2.2 Hardware Interrupt Suppression
As shown previously that in virtualized NIC cards, assigning separate queues to each
VM, provides equal share of network traffic to each VM. But the problem comes in
when we consider the number of interrupts sent to hypervisor because of traffic of
each VM. If one of the four user is flooding the network and three users are using
bandwidth within their limits the number of interrupts sent to hypervisor from user
flooding the card will be much more higher then users staying within their limits.
Here we show that by rate limiting in hardware we are effectively suppressing the
user interrupts as well thus providing the hypervisor and dom0 ability to serve equal
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amount of CPU resources to each VM.
To measure the effectiveness of this implementation we measured the decrease in
interrupts per second by decrease in packets received by the Xen Hypervisor. We
measured the interrupts in hardware using open source tool Oprofile [109].
Figure 19 shows the results for this particular experiment. Here we flooded a single
virtual Ethernet card with maximum possible traffic to the card. For the smallest
size packets the number of interrupts per second was almost equal to the number of
packets per second received by the server.
As the packet size is increases from 64 bytes to 1518 bytes, the number of interrupts
per second drops. This drop in interrupts per second does not guarantee fair resource
sharing on the CPU secondly for smaller packet sizes number of interrupts per second
is too large.
To measure the effectiveness of the rate limiter in decreasing the number of in-
terrupts per second, we decreased the amount of traffic received by each user to
approximately 24,000 packets per second for 64B sized packets. Then we flooded
the single queue with NetFPGA packet generator at approximately 1Gbps with 64B
sized packets. Despite this higher rate from the packet generator, the virtualized net-
work interface card only forwarded packets that were allowed for the particular single
queue. As shown in Figure 19, this directly resulted in a decrease in the number of
interrupts per second to the hypervisor.
This essentially shows that a simple rate limiter can reduce the number of inter-
rupts to the hypervisor and dom0 and can stop a user from taking unfair advantage
of CPU resource in the hypervisor and domain0 for that user.
4.5.2.3 CPU Resources
To measure the effect of excessive packets on the CPU we measured number of CPU
























































Unhalted CPU cycles while flooding Four queues and Single queue
Four Queues
Single Queue
Single Queue (With Rate Limit)
Figure 20: Unhalted CPU Cycles per sec-
ond while flooding.
Figure 21: Instructions per second while
flooding
those packets. For this experiment we used Xen and dom0 kernel with debug infor-
mation, which resulted in overall lower packet capturing rate for the kernel. But the
packet per second behavior was similar as shown in previous experiments.
We measured the number of unhalted CPU cycles on a 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon
processor and number of instructions executed to capture the packets. First, we
flooded all four ports of the network interface card with the network traffic and
measured the number of unhalted CPU cycles per second and number of instructions
executed per second, while all four queues were flooded. We repeated this process for
different packet sizes.
As shown in Figure 18, the per-port receive rate decreases when we increase the
number of queues being flooded. The same thing is happening here, number of CPU
cycles to handle each machine’s packets are distributed for different virtual machines.
Figure 20 shows the number of CPU cycles being spent to serve the packets for a
single queue without rate limiting, is almost equal to the number of cycles being
spent when all four ports are getting equal network traffic share.
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Then we limited the amount of traffic that can be sent using single virtual queue
equal to 24,000 packets per second for 64-byte packets using rate limiters. After
putting a limit on what traffic can be sent to a single virtual machine using the rate
limiters, the number of cycles spent to serve a single queue’s traffic decreased. Apart
from the smallest packets, we see more than four times decrease in number of unhalted
CPU cycles for larger packet sizes.
We repeated this same experiment and measured the number of instructions per
second. The number of instructions spent per second with single queue being flooded
was almost equal to when all four queues were bombarded using the packet generator,
as shown in figure 21.
After enabling the rate limiter, we reduced the single queue’s forwarding rate.
Figure 21 shows the results of enabling the rate limiter and setting a lower rate limit
on a single queue. We observe a decrease in the instructions per second spent by the
Xen Hypervisor and dom0 for a single virtual machine user that is more than a factor
of four, for all packet sizes except 64-byte packets.
These experiments show two benefits of locating rate limiters in the virtual net-
work interface card itself. First, using rate limiters, we can send through only that
traffic to the server and to the virtual machines that they can handle in software,
without excessively increasing the number of unhalted CPU cycles and instructions
spent on the packets.
Second, rate limiters in the virtual network interface cards do a nice job of stopping
the hypervisor and the driver domain in spending extra CPU cycles for unwanted
traffic. Although the Linux traffic shaper can be used in dom0 to limit traffic to
domU, using this technique will still mean that hypervisor and dom0 must receive
and process the packets before discarding them. Using rate limiters can handle such
unpredictability in hardware, thus allowing the Xen scheduler to more efficiently
schedule the VMs themselves.
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4.6 Summary
Operating system virtualization is appears in both cloud services [24] and router vir-
tualization [58]. Until recently, however, network virtualization for virtual machines
occurred entirely in software. Recent solutions achieve better performance by using
hardware to multiplex and demultiplex the packets, before sending them to operat-
ing system. Moreover, network virtualization for operating systems means following
existing models that have proven to be useful, such as providing fault isolation with
a separate driver domain.
This chapter takes a step towards providing a fast, flexible, and programmable
virtualized network interface card that can provide high-speed network I/O to virtual
machines while maintaining the driver domain model. In addition to providing packet
multiplexing and demultiplexing in hardware for virtual machines, assigning each
virtual machine to a single queue in hardware and using the network traffic rate
limiters in hardware achieves network I/O fairness and maintains good performance
by suppressing interrupts in hardware. This hardware-based approach reduces the
interrupts that are sent to the hypervisor, as well as the number of instructions and
number of CPU clock cycles spent to process each packet. Although many more
functions can be added to the proposed virtual network interface card, this chapter






Software defined networking (SDN) paints a vision of highly programmable network
devices that can forward traffic at line rate, but the reality is that most programmable
network devices still operate either largely in software (and, hence, cannot forward
packets quickly) or on hardware platforms that offer a narrow programming interface
but have only limited programmability. The most prominent software defined net-
working paradigm to date is OpenFlow [117], whereby a software controller can effect
a set of forwarding actions based on a set of characteristics of packets belonging to
a traffic flow. Unfortunately, both the set of actions that these switches can perform
and the set of flow characteristics that these switches can match are limited. These
limited set of flows and actions restrict the functions that a network operator might
ultimately want to perform.
The diversity of packet-processing hardware—ranging from ASICs and FPGAs
to network processors and CPUs—presents the necessary underlying machinery for
fast, custom processing of network traffic as proposed in previous work [71, 75, 102,
103,140]. Unfortunately, however, we have no common substrate that allows network
operators to apply and compose these custom packet processing elements into a single,
customizable data plane.
This chapter presents LEGO, a programmable switch abstraction that allows net-
work operators to implement custom forwarding operations(Chapter 3), network func-
tions/elements(Chapter 6) and performance enhancements(Chapter 4) by defining
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flexible data paths through custom packet processors that they also program. Cur-
rent OpenFlow switches provide only a limited notion of flows and actions; LEGO
expands both, the sets of conditions on which traffic forwarding decisions can be made
and the set of actions that a switch can take based on those conditions.
LEGO integrates heterogeneous custom packet processing units (e.g., programmable
hardware) into a common switched backplane, allowing network operators to specify
network policies based on a much broader range of flows and actions. LEGO defines
groups of traffic flows not only on the conventional fields that are used to define Open-
Flow rules, but also on additional (and custom) properties of packets—this extension
makes it far easier to define forwarding conditions based on emerging header formats
or fields (e.g., regular expressions in packets [67]). Operators can also define actions
much more broadly: for example, in addition to conventional OpenFlow actions such
as dropping and forwarding traffic, LEGO allows more complicated actions such as
rate limiting, packet rewriting [145], encoding, and compression [67].
Realizing LEGO involved tackling three challenges. The first challenge is design-
ing the hardware configuration for the LEGO switch itself to allow high throughput
and low latency and to permit a simple programming model. Our design for LEGO
essentially boils down to turning a switch “inside out”: We use an OpenFlow-enabled
switch as the backplane between custom packet processing modules. The second chal-
lenge is developing a device abstraction for programming the heterogeneous custom
packet processing units (e.g., NPUs, FPGAs) using a single abstraction on custom
packet processor, Our device abstraction results in developing LEGO Runtime and
LEGO controller that can be used to discover custom packet processors attached to
a server and convert them into peripherals of switch for expanding its conditions and
actions. The third challenge is designing a data-plane abstraction that allows network
operators to integrate custom packet processors’ functions with OpenFlow switches
that “stitch together” custom packet processing pipelines for traffic flows. LEGO uses
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the OpenFlow control protocol to install forwarding table entries in the backplane
switch that in turn dictates specific packet-processing pipelines through a sequence
of custom packet processors, based on the properties of each flow.
In principle, LEGO can incorporate any custom packet processor that exposes
a control interface via either PCI or Ethernet. In our prototype implementation of
LEGO, we used NetFPGA interface cards as example custom packet processors and
show how the LEGO framework can be used to specify a custom packet processing
pipeline using these custom packet processors. In principle, however, LEGO design is
more general, and could incorporate other packet processing devices, such as NPUs [3,
67, 85]. Our evaluation shows that LEGO achieves latency and throughput that is
comparable to state of the art OpenFlow switches, while permitting a much wider
range of flow conditions and actions than existing switches.
The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.2 presents the LEGO de-
sign and Section 5.3 presents our implementation of LEGO, which uses an OpenFlow
switch as the backplane and NetFPGA interface cards as the custom packet proces-
sors. Section 5.4 evaluates LEGO’s performance for a variety of applications, and
Section 5.5 concludes with a summary of contributions made in this chapter.
5.2 LEGO Design
We now describe the LEGO design; we provide an overview of the design and then
proceed to describe each component in detail.
5.2.1 Overview
LEGO has four components:
• Custom Packet Processors (CPP) are packet processors that are attached to
an OpenFlow-enabled packet forwarding device through Ethernet interfaces.
CPPs are used to expand the “flow” definitions or “action” sets beyond what is
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           Controller
CPPHost
Figure 22: LEGO design configuration. The dashed line between network controller and
CPPHost, represents a connection from each LEGO Runtime to the controller, we call
it LEGO control channel. The dotted lines represent OpenFlow control channels. The
dashed lines from ASB to CPP and dashed lines between controller and CPPHost are
links specific to LEGO.
Figure 23: LEGO configuration with a 24-port active switching backplane. The custom
packet processors connect to the core via Ethernet links. Solid lines are Ethernet links
for external traffic; dashed lines are Ethernet links for internal traffic.
possible in today’s SDN switches. (§5.2.2) Section 5.2.3 describes how LEGO
defines abstractions for these CPPs.
• The LEGO Controller: a controller application that installs flow table rules to
control the behavior of the active switching backplane and install rules on the
custom packet processors using LEGO Runtime.(§5.2.4)
• The LEGO Runtime hosts the custom packet processors and updates the logic
on these CPPs. (§5.2.4)
• The Active Switching Backplane (ASB) implements the programmable switch-
ing fabric that implements an interface such as OpenFlow and can be pro-
grammed through a network controller. (§5.2.5)
Figure 22 shows the LEGO design; the dashed line links between CPPHost and
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Figure 24: LEGO Device Abstraction: LEGO abstracts away the complexity of different
packet forwarding devices and presents them as a simple CPP to network controller.
Network Controller depict control channels that LEGO adds. Each LEGO Runtime
has a communication channel with the Controller. This channel performs the initial
boot process of the LEGO Runtime and is the conduit for any control information
between the controller and the CPPs that is communicated through LEGO Runtime.
One LEGO Runtime can connect to more than one active switching backplane, and
each active switching backplane can have more than one CPPs. In the basic con-
figuration, a CPP’s ports connect to the ASB, and all traffic from external sources
enters and exits through the ASB, as shown in Figure 23. In this configuration, the
CPPs act as custom traffic processors; when the ASB receives traffic from a host,
it passes the packets to and from the CPPs and switches the processed traffic to its
destination. This design allows LEGO CPPs to augment existing network switches.
LEGO’s active switching backplane is a low-latency, high-bandwidth programmable
switch; the ASB decides how to forward a packet (e.g., to an output port or a process-
ing element). Custom packet processors (CPPs) connect to this core and implement
custom processing and forwarding functions that the ASB cannot implement (e.g.,
encryption, deep packet inspection). Figure 22 shows the design of LEGO and how
the CPPs connect to the ASBs. The core can be programmed from software, offering
flexibility and fast forwarding. The flexibility of the ASB provides loose coupling
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between the CPPs, enabling the synthesis of heterogeneous CPPs with different pro-
gramming models. In the remainder of this section, we describe these components in
more detail.
5.2.2 Custom Packet Processors
A custom packet processor is a computational engine that is attached to an active
switching backplane using an Ethernet interface to process any traffic coming from
the ASB ports. As in RFC 3234 [40], we have classified CPPs according to two types:
• Forwarding CPPs modify the packet content so that its ultimate destina-
tion while going out of active switching backplane is changed. e.g. IPv4,IPv6
A forwarding CPP allows the network operator to expand or change the flow
definitions defined by active switching backplane above layer 2 headers.
• Processing CPPs do not make any decisions on packet’s final destination, but
may or may not modify packet’s content (e.g., encryption modifies the packet,
but rate limiting does not). A processing CPP can expand the set of actions that
can be taken on the packets, these actions can include traffic rate limiting,traffic
encryption, traffic compression etc.
A Forwarding CPP can also change a packet’s contents, but a Processing CPP cannot
change the packet’s final destination.
5.2.3 Device Abstraction
A custom packet processor is a simple network interface card that can process the
packets and return them to the host machine. A CPP has four main parts: (1) pro-
cessing elements; (2) memory; (3) one or more Ethernet interfaces; and (4) a control
interface (e.g., PCI/PCIe). LEGO accommodates CPPs with all these parts on the
same board to enable processing packets without sending them to the host server’s
CPU. A CPP can be standalone (e.g., a PCIe-based packet processor cards) [4, 13]
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or a combination of a network interface card and a CPU/GPU. A CPP processing
element can be a simple processor(CPU) (e.g., an Intel Core i7 processor or AMD
Opteron Processor), a network processor (e.g., [3,85]), an FPGA (e.g., [158,159,162])
and a graphics processing engine [2, 11]. Within a single class of processing elements
there are different architectures available; for example, in the case of simple proces-
sors, there are x86, MIPS, and PowerPC processors. Similarly, network processors
include MIPS [3] and XScale architectures [85].
Each processing element has a programming model that exposes a different set
of programming abstractions. FPGAs are programmed using a hardware description
language and accessed through a register interface. NPUs, GPUs, and CPUs all
provide respective libraries and SDKs (e.g., [53, 116]) for accessing these processing
elements, thus raising the level of abstraction and facilitating programming. Different
CPPs also have distinct available hardware resources. A CPP can have a different
number Ethernet interfaces. The LEGO Runtime hides all this complexity with the
one CPP abstraction as shown in figure 24.
CPPs are normally placed inside a server and appear as server peripheral [4,10,13].
LEGO uses an approach where to program these “peripheral” devices from a central
controller; it changes the status of these devices from “peripherals of a server” to
“peripherals of a switch”. This change of status requires identifying the location
of CPP (i.e., the switch connected to CPP) and creating unique identifiers so that
the peripherals that were originally addressed through a computer bus can now be
addressed from a network controller. LEGO creates unique identifiers that can be used
to locate and address individual CPPs. To achieve this level of device abstraction and
to make CPPs addressable at the network level, we developed the LEGO Runtime.
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5.2.4 LEGO Runtime
The LEGO Runtime manages the CPPs that are connected via the LEGO active
switching backplane. The LEGO Runtime runs on a server and uses a control interface
such as PCI/PCIe to all of the CPPs that it controls.
The LEGO Runtime has three responsibilities:
• Boot up and discovery. The runtime boots the CPPs and discovers the CPPs
that are connected to one of the active switching backplanes.
• Control of CPPs. The runtime manages the CPP control interface (e.g., PCIe)
to invoke functions on the CPP designs.
• Programmatic interface. The runtime provides an interface to the controller to
program the CPPs.
• Device and board configuration. The runtime interacts with CPP device con-
figuration to help the LEGO Runtime determine the properties of the attached
CPPs.
We now describe these tasks in more detail.
5.2.4.1 Boot Up and Discovery
The LEGO Runtime performs functions on CPPs on behalf of the centralized network
controller (e.g., an OpenFlow network controller). All of the custom packet processors
must provide a control interface (i.e., a host driver) to the Linux operating system
that can be used to download and start any program on each type of CPP attached
to the active switching backplane.
To boot custom packet processors, LEGO assumes that the devices are without
any pre-programmed logic. It also assumes that there are no rules installed on the
active switching backplane. Once the LEGO Runtime starts, one of its first jobs is
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to detect the peripherals attached to a server and figure out their Ethernet interfaces
and MAC addresses. It then downloads a program on each CPP that can send packets
on behalf of LEGO Runtime to active switching backplane.
Once this download completes, LEGO Runtime establishes all of the interfaces for
the CPPs and performs link detection to determine how many of CPP interfaces are
connected to the ASB. Once link detection completes, the LEGO Runtime updates
its record for each CPP about its connected ports. All of this happens before the
“discover” process begins, as shown in Figure 25.
The first step in Figure 25 shows the port discovery process. After the network
interface card logic is downloaded onto the CPPs that are attached to the active
switching backplane, one “discover probe” is sent from each Ethernet interface of each
CPP hosted on LEGO Runtime to the network controller, as shown with the “discover
probe” line in Figure 25. The LEGO Runtime also sends a “discover” message to the
controller. This message tells the controller that the LEGO Runtime is sending a
packet from a CPP’s interface with a specific MAC address asking for the active
switching backplane’s port number. The controller replies back on the LEGO control
channel; it sends the port number to which the CPP’s MAC address is attached and
with active switching backplane’s MAC address.
This process continues for all ports of all the CPPs attached to the LEGO Run-
time. Once the port discovery process is done, the controller updates the CPP IDs.
Each custom packet processor ID consists of a 48-bit active switching backplane MAC
address and 16 bits for each port of the CPP.Where first 48-bits represent the MAC
address of ASB and each 16-bit value represents the port number to which the CPP
is connected with the active switching backplane. This results in a unique address
for each port on all the ASBs which can be addressed by the controller individually.
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5.2.4.2 Control of CPPs
There are four categories of CPPs: NPU (Network Processing Unit), GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit), CPU (Central Processing Unit), and FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Arrays). Some CPPs might involve a combination of the above, (e.g., a CPU
with an FPGA [6]).
This division of CPPs into four categories is used for structuring code, as it al-
lows LEGO Runtime to identify the right level of abstraction for the appropriate
CPP. This abstraction dictates whether to issue a lookup for a specific SDK of a net-
work processor, use a management library [12], or use the Linux kernel API. LEGO
Runtime handles the control interface for different kinds of CPPs that it hosts. Dif-
ferent CPPs might provide different abstractions for implementing this functionality.
Network processors usually provide a C API to program the network adapter; on the
other hand, FPGA-based adapters for a specific design might only have a thin register
interface that needs to be programmed by the individual programmer.
The LEGO Runtime dispatches function calls or register reads and writes on the
individual CPPs on behalf of the controller. Until the boot process completes, the
control interface is used by LEGO Runtime for bringing up the individual CPP inter-
faces. This interface is also used for discovering CPP’s Ethernet interface attachments
to ASB ports. Once discovery completes, this interface performs only those actions
that are allowed by the LEGO controller application.
5.2.4.3 Programmatic Interface to Controller
Once the port discovery process is complete, the LEGO Runtime subscribes to the
controller and waits for instructions. The LEGO Runtime exposes a set of functions
that are invoked by the controller to perform different operations on the CPPs hosted
on the LEGO Runtime. The controller uses active switching backplane ID and CPPID
to locate the CPP hosted on the LEGO Runtime, implementation of a function is
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dependent on individual CPP designs. Step 2 in Figure 25 shows how any function
invocation on CPPs requires the controller to send the request to LEGO Runtime,
which dispatches it to CPP through its control interface.
Rule installation is a two-step process: it requires installing rules in the ASB as
well as installing the rule on the CPP. Every flow that requires specialized packet
processing requires three rules. Two of these rules are installed on the ASB for
outgoing and incoming traffic from CPP; one such rule is installed on CPP. This
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Figure 25: LEGO modules communication. An arrow-head represents the path taken
by the packets.
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5.2.4.4 Device and Board Configuration
Board configuration files specify the properties of a CPP for LEGO Runtime. These
properties are used by LEGO Runtime to probe a CPP to make it a switch periph-
eral. The concept of device configuration files is borrowed from debuggers [5], which
have a huge spectrum of embedded processors and their motherboards to support.
These processors have unique properties including, different register files, different
cache size, and different debugging ports. Similarly, a single processor can be hosted
on motherboards of different configurations, where the memory and peripherals con-
nected on the board can be of different sizes and different types. Given the diversity of
platforms and functionalities, LEGO uses a similar approach to device configuration
files to identify the CPPs attached with a server.
Each new board that is added to the set of boards supported by LEGO requires
to specify its name and version. The name and board version, should be specified
such that it should allow us to uniquely identify the CPP among different types
of CPPs available. We have to tell the type of the processing element, if its an
FPGA,CPU,GPU etc. This type specification is important as it allows LEGO to put
the board into one of the four categories of FPGA,CPU,GPU,NPU. Thus allowing
it to make assumption about the level of abstraction provided by the board for code
and status update. For example if the device type is FPGA then LEGO knows that
it should be looking for the design’s interface files instead of assuming an installation
of Linux OS.
Board configuration file has Ethernet ports present on the board and their band-
widths. The current implementation assumes that a board will have all Ethernet
ports of the same bandwidth 1G/10G/40G. Another important field of board con-
figuration file is the signature of the board as it appears on a Linux server. This
signature involves the class of the device, its vendor, its device name assigned by
vendor and the interface name (e.g., eth*, nf2c*, octeth*) as it appears on the Linux
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server. The signature on a Linux server helps LEGO to identify individual boards
attached on the PCI/PCIe slot of a server. These signatures act as an identifier for
the device at the server level until the network controller assigns the device a unique
identifier.
These files also contain information about the tools specific to a board and the
parameters to use for a particular board. This information is needed for each board
as different boards that have the same processing element might require different
tools to download code on them. Similarly, this file also has boot parameters to be
provided to start executing the program on the processing element.
5.2.5 Active Switching Backplane
This section discusses the design of LEGO’s active switching backplane, which is an
active switching fabric that makes forwarding decisions based on the contents of the
packet header and instructions from the ASB controller. decisions represent standard
switch and Unlike a conventional switch, however, some of the forwarding decisions
may entail sending traffic to a CPP, rather than directly to an output port. The
LEGO Runtime provides an abstraction at the control plane for addressing both for-
warding and processing CPPs. Supporting forwarding CPPs requires an abstraction
for the data-planes to allow CPPs relay forwarding decisions to ASB at high speed.
Using an ASB presents a unique opportunity, where a combination of hardware and
software CPPs can be coupled to form chains (§ 5.2.5.2). Thus, support for for-
warding CPPs combined with chaining required an abstraction that could be used
to communicate between LEGO’s data-plane elements; we present this abstraction
below.
5.2.5.1 Communicating with the CPPs
Custom packet processors can communicate with the active switched backplane or
with each other by passing state through LEGO header. Figure 26 shows the header
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Figure 26: The LEGO header co-opts the twelve bits of the VLAN header. The first
six bits set the output port for the packet. The next three bits are user-defined and
can provide instructions for the CPP or as output port for switches supporting up to 512
ports [7] The last three are used to enable chaining.
Table 10: LEGO header support requirement for different types of custom packet pro-
cessors.





that each packet should carry inside the switch if it is to be treated by a forwarding
CPP or a CPP chain. The header contains instructions for the backplane that help
it direct packets to the appropriate packet processor or to the output port.
LEGO uses the standard VLAN header to communicate between the custom
packet processors and the active switching backplane. Our decision to use the VLAN
ID for the LEGO header rests on two observations. First, we wanted to use a standard
layer-2 technology that is widely used in today’s networks. Second, the emergence of
the VxLAN [155] header combined with existing support for VLAN headers provides
reasonable flexibility for using VLAN header bits as the LEGO header.
Table 10 shows the changes required to support different functions in CPPs. If
required packet processing does not require chaining CPPs and is only performing
processing, then the CPP can be integrated with active switching backplane without
any changes. On the other hand, if the CPP makes any forwarding decisions or it
needs to be a part of a chain, then it must be able to understand the LEGO header.
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The ASB redirects the traffic that requires on expanded definitions of “flows” or
new set of “actions” that the active switching backplane currently cannot support
(i.e., because it only supports standard OpenFlow rules and actions). For example,
with OpenFlow as the ASB, if a host needs support for custom packet forwarding at
layer 3 or, say, traffic compression, the ASB can redirect packets originating from the
host to the CPP that can provide the appropriate function.
A Forwarding CPP modifies the LEGO header and writes its output port decision
in “Output Port” field in the LEGO header. Once the “Output Port” field is modified,
the ASB can forward the packet on wards. The interpretation of output port bits
will depend on the CPP TTL bits, as shown in Figure 26. If these bits are zero, then
the active switching backplane will send the packets out of the switch; otherwise,
the ASB will send the packets to another CPP for further processing, based on the
installed flow-table entries.
5.2.5.2 Chaining
Figure 27: LEGO chaining: Paths taken by a packet requiring three CPPs.
Chaining allows a network operator to concatenate multiple custom packet processors
without requiring any physical or hardware changes to the active switching backplane.
Figure 27 shows an example of chaining. To enable flexible pipelines in the data plane,
chaining allows LEGO to compose multiple Forwarding or Processing CPPs into a
single logical custom packet processor. Chaining is useful when the processing logic
or state for processing does not fit onto a single CPP. LEGO can compose several
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custom packet processors in a single packet processing chain that creates a single
logical custom packet processor.
Chaining can also distribute state across custom packet processors when a par-
ticular device may not have the necessary amount of state to process all traffic flows
(e.g., if all forwarding-table entries for a system cannot fit onto a single forwarding
device).
Chaining offers one way to provide loose coupling between custom packet pro-
cessors. An alternative to chaining is to use consolidated software functionality in-
CPPs [133], but such an approach requires software implementations of each respec-
tive packet processing functions. In contrast, LEGO’s custom packet processors can
have radically different hardware specifications, programming models, and modes of
interconnection; chaining helps a network operator compose these devices using the
active switching backplane’s interface (e.g., OpenFlow) as the programming abstrac-
tion, rather than requiring the programmer to port software to different platforms
that runs across different types of hardware.
One of the main drawbacks of chaining is that it wastes bandwidth at the active
switching backplane, since traffic must traverse the ASB multiple times as it passes
through multiple CPPs. It also requires two rules for each flow to use a single CPP;
one for traffic going towards CPP and one for traffic coming out. When installing
rules, a network operator must take care to avoid introducing unnecessary loops
or other inefficient uses of the ASB’s bandwidth. Chaining also increases latency;
fortunately, in Section 5.4, we show these latencies that result from chaining are
comparable to those provided by other programmable router platforms.
5.2.6 How to Program LEGO
We describe how to program LEGO, and how new devices and designs can be incor-
porated into LEGO.
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The LEGO Runtime can detect NPU, GPU, FPGA, and other proprietary hard-
ware. These peripherals are discovered and registered with controller as switch pe-
ripherals. The process of adding a new functionality on the data path starts by
requesting a design, which we define as a program executable with an interface to
run it, configure it, and to update its status. LEGO uses the MAC addresses of the
respective active switching backplane ports as the data path ID. If there are more
than one CPPs available on the given data path ID and the requested design can
be downloaded on any one of those CPPs, LEGO reserves a CPP for the requested
design and the CPP ID, which the LEGO Runtime returns to the programmer. Once
a CPP is reserved, the next step is to download the requested design and configure
it. A network administrator does not need to know the specific tools to download
the design on a specific architecture; with help from LEGO Runtime the design is
downloaded. The administrator provides the appropriate configuration parameters.
A CPP may be available for a data path even though the requested design cannot
be downloaded on the CPP. For example, if the LEGO design library only has an
IPSec implementation for x86 processor, then the implementation cannot be down-
loaded on a CPP with MIPS processor; in such cases CPP is not reserved for the
design.
After configuring the design, forwarding and processing rules can be installed or
removed on the CPP. Here the administrator needs to know the semantics of the
rule to be installed. For example, in case of IPv4 router, a rule involves providing
the destination IP address, output port, and next hop’s ARP table entry. In case
of a cryptographic NIC, the key is installed for traffic encryption/decryption and
no further rule updates are required. As shown in step three of Figure 25, rule
installation requires the administrator to install three rules, two rules on the active
switching backplane and one rule on CPP.
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Figure 28: Schematic of LEGO implementation. The solid lines between traffic generator
and switch are external Ethernet links, dashed lines are internal Ethernet links to CPPs,
the dotted-dashed line is the OpenFlow control link, and the dotted lines are the CPP
control interface over PCI. The solid line between LEGO Runtime and LEGO controller
is LEGO Runtime control.
Adding new CPPs. Adding a new CPP requires creating a board configuration
file that describes the CPP. The device must have host drivers installed on the server
to be recognized by the Linux kernel. Different CPPs can have different tools to
download code and update their status, but these tools must be installed on the
server or be part of LEGO software package.
Adding a new design. Adding a new design requires implementing a basic LEGO
design abstraction for a particular design. This abstraction currently has five func-
tions: acquire design, configure design, release design, install rule and delete rule.
Implementing these functions can require defining specific files to program the CPP.
For example, adding the IPv4 router design to the LEGO Runtime requires the header
files that provide a mapping between register names and their mapped addresses.
5.3 Implementation
LEGO’s implementation uses an OpenFlow-capable switch as the active switching
backplane and an OpenFlow controller as the ASB controller. Although our imple-
mentation is based on 1G Ethernet technology, LEGO’s design could also apply to
a 10G or 40G configuration. LEGO’s implementation has three parts: (1) LEGO’s




Figure 28 shows the schematic, and Figure 29 shows our LEGO prototype and its
evaluation framework, which has twelve 4x1G NetFPGA cards attached to the PCI
bus, which is in turn connected via a PCI card to a 1U server. The prototype
uses a 48x1G Pronto 3290 switch with OpenFlow firmware for the active switching
backplane and six NetFPGA 1G cards as custom packet processors in closed port
configuration to process traffic; six additional NetFPGA cards serve as traffic sources
and sinks. OpenFlow allows us to separate the data and control planes in line with
current network management trends and to implement various packet forwarding and
manipulation operations that depend on being able to match fields in the packet
header.
We place all the NetFPGA cards that act as custom packet processors in a Magma
13-slot PCI expansion system [105] that is connected to a 1U server that hosts quad-
port Gigabit Ethernet cards. The server has an Intel Xeon 5600 processor, 1333Mhz
of FSB, and 24 GB of RAM. It has a PCI card that enables it to connect with the
PCI expansion system, as shown in Figure 29. All of the NetFPGA cards appear as
PCI peripherals and can be programmed directly. LEGO forwards all traffic directly
on the NetFPGA; we only use the PCI interface to the NetFPGA cards to read/write
register values, or to send commands to reload any new logic on the NetFPGA cards.
This 1U server combined with the PCI expansion system acts as the LEGO Runtime.
LEGO Runtime and Controller The server runs the LEGO Runtime that is
responsible for the boot up and discovery protocol and provides the controller an
interface to program CPPs. The LEGO controller code is implemented as a NOX [114]
application and runs on an OpenFlow controller.
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Figure 29: LEGO prototype, showing 12 NetFPGA cards connected to a PCI expansion
system, which is connected via a PCI card to a 1U server. Inset shows the backside of the
setup. On top is the server running LEGO Runtime; in the middle is a 4U PCI backplane;
at the bottom, there is 48-port 1G OpenFlow switch.
5.3.2 Hardware Design
We implemented two different custom packet-processing functions on the NetFPGA
cards: (1) CryptoNIC(an example of Processing CPP), which encrypts traffic at line
rates; (2) an IPv4 router(an example of Forwarding CPP). We modified these designs
to support LEGO header. We refer to the modified versions of these designs as
CryptoNIC-L and Reference Router-L. We describe each of these implementations
below.
CryptoNIC-L We modified the CryptoNIC implementation provided in the NetF-
PGA verilog repository to operate with LEGO. CryptoNIC-L(CryptoNIC for LEGO)
is a processing element that performs per-packet operations but does not make any
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forwarding decisions. We made only minimal modifications to original code of Cryp-
toNIC to support VLAN tag manipulation.
Reference Router-L We modified the NetFPGA-based IPv4 reference router and
added the ability to read and write to the VLAN field in the Ethernet header using
NetFPGA verilog repository.
5.4 Evaluation
We now evaluate the feasibility of LEGO from different aspects. In §5.4.1, we mea-
sure the control plane latency introduced by using LEGO and overhead of installing
rules on an Openflow switch with a single CPP. Then we look at the feasibility of
LEGO’s data plane latencies in §5.4.2 and compare existing technology with an imple-
mentation based on LEGO. In §5.4.3, we evaluate LEGO’s ability to support twelve
CPPs and measure overall system’s throughput and individual CPPs throughput with
and without LEGO header. Finally, we show the feasibility of chaining in terms of
throughput and latency, respectively.
5.4.1 Latency of LEGO Control Plane
This section compares OpenFlow and LEGO rule installation latency. For OpenFlow,
we use the barrier command, which causes the switch to notify the controller after
insertion of a flow into the forwarding table; for LEGO we use synchronous commu-
nication between the OpenFlow controller and LEGO Runtime to be certain about
rule installation completion.
To evaluate LEGO’s rule insertion latency, we benchmark the flow insertion la-
tency of a Pronto 3290 OpenFlow switch (with Indigo firmware) without installing any
CPP rules. We used pktgen to generate 100 flows per second, each with one packet.
Figure 30 shows these flow installation latencies for varying numbers of rules. Next,























Figure 30: LEGO control plane rule installation time at 100 flows/sec. Increase in time
for two and four register access, represents overhead of rule installation on custom packet
processor
sending one blocking rule installation command on the LEGO Runtime and one block-
ing OpenFlow flow installation command as shown by “OpenFlow + LEGO(comm.)”.
This line shows there is no significant overhead while installing rule using LEGO
controller.
On the other hand, the top two lines in Figure 30 show the latency to install
one OpenFlow rule, plus making two and four register accesses on same CPP. We
measured register accesses as it is the basic unit in order to perform any read or write
on an FPGA based design. These two lines show LEGO’s rule installation overhead,
which is much higher than OpenFlow’s rule installation. There are two reasons for this
performance drop. First, LEGO’s rule installation calls from the controller to LEGO
Runtime are blocking. More importantly, our CPPs (i.e., NetFPGA cards) use a PCI
control interface, which is now over a decade old. These readings are comparable to










Figure 31: LEGO Data Plane Latency Setup. Loop back time is subtracted from the
time it takes for packet to go through an OpenFlow switch and a CPP
5.4.2 Latency of LEGO Data Plane
Here we present LEGO’s data plane latencies and compare them with the latencies
of a hardware switch and other programmable data plane approaches.
Figure 31 illustrates our test setup for measuring data plane latency. We use two-
foot Cat 6 Ethernet cables to minimize propagation delay. Cat 6 has a propagation
delay of 5.5 ns per meter, which is negligible. To measure FIFO latency we start a
nanosecond granularity clock and send two packets from the traffic generator: one
through the loopback cable, and the other through the network. Once we receive
these two packets back we note their arrival times; their difference constitutes the
network latency.
5.4.2.1 Base Latencies
We first establish the baseline packet-forwarding latency of the OpenFlow switch that
serves as the active switching backplane by sending a single packet to the switch and
back to another port on the same NetFPGA. Figure 32 shows the latency overhead
of the LEGO data plane with a single CPP. We show the mean of three latency
measurements and repeat this process for different packet sizes. LEGO’s minimal
configuration only needs one CPP; so we compare the OpenFlow switch latencies































Figure 32: LEGO with one CPP com-































































Figure 34: LEGO data plane 1G latencies
compared with 10G latencies.
install for table entries in the OpenFlow switch.
RFC 1242 [34] recommends using LIFO for store-and-forward and FIFO approach
of time stamping for cut-through switches. But to provide an apples to apples compar-
ison [17], we report both LIFO and FIFO latencies, when comparing LEGO latency
with OpenFlow switch. In other data-plane latency graphs measurements are based
on LIFO latencies.
As can be seen in figure 32 even with a single programmable custom packet proces-
sor, LEGO latency is much higher than the OpenFlow switch used as active switching
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backplane, for example for a packet of 68-bytes OpenFlow 1Gbps switch has measured
latency of 3.4µs. but LEGO with one CPP has 9µs latency. These LEGO latencies
are significantly worse when compared to OpenFlow hardware switch but are com-
parable with other commercial and academic forwarding planes. For example, [56]
reports minimum latency of 24µs for 64-byte sized packets and 47.6µs for a packet
requiring a single lookup over 10G Ethernet.
5.4.2.2 Chaining Latencies
Apart from having the ability to allow a single CPP for extra packet processing, LEGO
allows more than one CPPs to be put together in a chain and perform processing on
the incoming packets.
To measure latency of chains of different lengths we did the same experiment as
mentioned in section 5.4.2.1, but this time we added more CryptoNIC-L CPPs in a
packet’s path. Figure 33 shows latencies for chains of size 1,2,3 and 4, for different
packet sizes. As can be seen that with a chain of four FPGA based custom packet
processors the latency is comparable to other programmable routers [56].
5.4.2.3 LEGO Technology
With 1G Ethernet technology LEGO’s packet latency numbers are comparable to
10G-based programmable router latencies [56]. However, LEGO’s chain-based de-
signs requires packets to traverse different Ethernet interfaces frequently, which can
waste time on packet serialization/deserialization with 1G technology—these times
may reach 99.5µsecs for 1518-byte packets for a four chain configuration. (We note
that 1G Ethernet technology has 10 times more serialization latency than the 10G
Ethernet technology.) With many networks already moving towards 10G technology,
we show LEGO packet latency with 10G serialization, as opposed to 1G serialization
in Figure 34. With a chain of four CPPs the latency for packet passing through LEGO
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switch is less than 21 µsecs. If we incorporate a software based packet forwarding de-
vice [56] and a hardware based CPP in a single chain we can still get good forwarding
latencies. With availability of 40G and 100G Ethernet technology [1, 8, 31, 82] and
400G Ethernet under standardization [83], we think that serialization latencies will
likely be negligible for LEGO’s implementation using these technologies.
5.4.3 Packet Forwarding Rate
We use the setup shown in Figure 28 to evaluate LEGO’s packet forwarding rate
under different conditions.
In this section we explore various aspects of LEGO’s data-plane throughput in
more detail. First, we measure the overhead of adapting existing FPGA packet pro-
cessors for LEGO’s active backplane tagging protocol; our results show no measurable
overhead. Second, we measure our setup’s maximum throughput, demonstrating that
we can process up to 34 Mpps when all 24 ports of the switch are flooded. Third, we
show the feasibility of building chains of up to six custom packet processors.
5.4.3.1 Overhead of ASB Header Processing
We used the LEGO header to control packet processing because it could be im-
plemented at a low level of hardware abstraction (i.e., FPGAs). We measure the
packet-forwarding overhead of introducing this additional header processing over ex-
isting FPGA packet processing elements. The setup for this experiment uses a single
NetFPGA where all four ports are connected to another NetFPGA that is used for
traffic generation using NetFPGA traffic generator [51]. We measure the forwarding
performance of the two NetFPGA-based packet processing modules described in Sec-
tion 3.4. Our evaluation shows that integrating the FPGA-based CPPs with LEGO
incurs little additional overhead in comparison to the baseline performance of these
modules.
We measure how integrating individual custom packet processors with the active
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Figure 35: LEGO header based packet
rates of individual designs vs. raw active
switching backplane forwarding.































Figure 36: Packet Forwarding Rates for
a Single Chain of Two FPGA cards and
Single Chain of Six FPGA cards.
switching backplane affects packet forwarding rates for different CPPs. Figure 35
shows packet forwarding rates of the two hardware designs compares with the Open-
Flow switch’s packet forwarding speed without CPPs. The “OpenFlow” bar shows the
packet-forwarding rates for different-sized LEGO header packets when we flood four
ports of the OpenFlow switch and then receive all the packets on another NetFPGA
card. This line establishes the baseline for single FPGA experiment in which traffic
is being sent through active switching backplane.
Once we establish this performance baseline for packets with a LEGO header,
we compare this baseline performance with Crypto-NIC-L and Reference Router-L
designs. The “Crypto-NIC-L” bars show the packet forwarding rate when we install
the Crypto-NIC-L design on the NetFPGA card that is doing the packet forwarding.
The “Reference Router-L” bars show the packet forwarding rate when we download
the IPv4 Reference Router-L design on the NetFPGA and the packet from source are
sent to IPv4 Router-L design and then to the sink.
This experiment requires each packet to go through the switch twice: once from
the source to the CPP and again from the CPP to the output port of ASB. We do not
observe any significant drop in packet forwarding rates. In the case of Crypto-NIC-L,
we observe a small drop in packet rate which we believe is not due to LEGO header
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handling in CryptoNIC-L design, since the same design for LEGO header handling is
being used by Reference Router-L.
5.4.3.2 Aggregate Backplane Throughput
We measure LEGO’s throughput when CPPs and ASB operate at their full capacity.
We use all six NetFPGA cards as packet forwarding data-planes and connect these
cards to 24 ports of the switch in closed port configuration. We use six more cards
as traffic generators, as shown in Figure 28.
This experiment has three purposes: (1) To prove feasibility of OpenFlow switch as
active switching backplane for LEGO; (2) To ensure that LEGO’s CPPHost(enclosing
twelve CPPs), works correctly even when all twelve cards are used (six for packet
forwarding and six for traffic generation); and (3) To determine the feasibility of
a single PCI bus to support twelve cards, thus supporting up to twelve OpenFlow
switches as LEGO ASBs.
To measure ASB throughput, we use six cards as forwarding devices and six cards
as traffic generators and receivers. In this experiment active switching backplane is
able to forward the packets without any packet drops with the configuration shown
in figure 28. This experiment shows that the active switching backplane can forward
traffic from all cards at full line rate. It also shows that LEGO can support up to six
packet forwarding devices connected to single ASB; a single host can support up to
twelve CPPs.
5.4.3.3 Chaining
To evaluate the feasibility of chaining, we connected two NetFPGAs to the active
switching backplane and used a NetFPGA 1G traffic generator as a traffic source and
sink. We pre-installed rules in the OpenFlow switch to send the traffic from source
to first hop CPP, which was a CryptoNIC-L. We used this traffic from CryptoNIC-L
and sent it to a Reference Router-L module to select the output port for the incoming
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Figure 37: Experimental setup for a single chain of two custom packet processors, where
packet stages are marked with numbers.
packets. Figure 37 shows the setup of this experiment. We use a two-stage chain that
consists of two NetFPGA cards. The first CPP performs encryption or decryption
on incoming traffic. The second CPP is the NetFPGA-based IPv4 reference router
that provides the packet-forwarding capability to the traffic that is decrypted by the
previous processing element.
Figure 36 shows the packet forwarding rates of the overall chain. Although the
overall packet forwarding capability of two FPGA cards is 8 Gbps, after introducing
a chain that consists of the two cards, the overall processing capability of two FPGAs
drops by half. The throughput cost of chaining is expensive: apart from increasing
the requirement for FPGA logic, chaining also increases the number of rules required
to be installed on active switching backplane by at least a factor of two. In our simple
scenario, where rules were based on the input and output port number, we assumed
that all the traffic that goes to the first FPGA would also need to be forwarded to the
second. The number of rules installed increased by a factor of 2.5, when compared
with simple OpenFlow rule installation without any CPP.
The slight packet loss that appears in Figure 36 shows that the maximum forward-
ing capability of a chain is contingent upon the weakest link (in this case, the first
CPP). In addition to verifying LEGO’s chaining operations and measuring their for-
warding rate, we wanted to see how many CPPs we could compose in a single chain.
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We used six NetFPGA cards to create a single chain, with the six cards aligned on
a single chain. Figure 36 shows that no packets are dropped, even when the packets
go through a chain of six cards. We are certain that some drops occur due to the
CryptoNIC-L module, but we see no additional drops due to chaining.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presents LEGO, an “inside-out” switch that lets network operators define
a variety of custom packet-processing functions by expanding both the set of actions
that the switch can perform and the set of conditions under which these actions might
be taken.
LEGO’s runtime abstracts away the complexity and diversity of CPPs and allows
functions to be “stitched together” by installing flow-table entries using a standard
SDN controller interface. LEGO allows network operators to compose custom packet
processing hardware to build flexible and fast packet-processing pipelines that can
provide an expanded set of actions to take on packets, as well as an expanded set
of conditions compared to standard OpenFlow switches. LEGO co-opts the VLAN
header to allow traffic flows to specify packet processing pipelines through one or more
custom packet processors (hardware/software) that are connected by a programmable
active switching backplane. Our evaluation shows that LEGO achieves latency and
throughput that is comparable to state of the art OpenFlow switches, while permitting






Recent trends suggest that network operators seek to deploy an increasing range of
network functions in the network. These functions can perform arbitrary functions
on packets, including access control, intrusion detection, load balancing, caching, and
transcoding. It is commonly—if not always—assumed that these functions should be
deployed as monolithic middleboxes [60,69,88,90,137,156]. Until recently, these mid-
dleboxes have been deployed as vertically integrated hardware (e.g., dedicated load
balancers, firewalls, and other devices), although the shift towards network functions
virtualization (NFV) [61] has enabled the deployment of these middleboxes in virtual
machines [107].
Current approaches to NFV make it possible to place existing middleboxes in
virtual machines at various points in the network and steer traffic through those mid-
dleboxes, instantiating and decommissioning instances in response to changing traffic
conditions. This approach to deploy network functions imposes severe limitations.
First, it requires the wholesale deployment of an existing middlebox; they do not
allow an operator to implement custom, fine-grained packet processing functions in
the data-plane that could be re-used across multiple applications. For example, many
middleboxes may (re)implement their own packet processing modules that filter or
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load-balance traffic, compute statistics on traffic flows, or otherwise perform oper-
ations on packets (e.g., checksums) that could be shared across different functions.
Second, deploying an entire middlebox inside a virtual machine does not scale to a
large number of instances on any physical machine, and deploying (or migrating) the
middlebox functions may be cumbersome in their own right.
We offer a fundamentally different approach to deploy network functions. Rather
than the conventional approach of redirecting traffic flows through monolithic mid-
dleboxes, we propose a programming model that allows a programmer to specify
which sequences of network functions should be applied to traffic that passes through
the network, leaving the thornier questions of where in the network those functions
are actually applied and how these functions are applied to the underlying runtime
system.
This chapter presents Slick, an approach to programming network functions that
allows an operator to implement network functions as chains of lightweight functions
that can be placed at arbitrary locations in the network and composed into more
complex packet processing sequences. Slick has two salient features:
• Programming abstraction. We develop a programming abstraction that
allows a network operator to (1) implement custom network functions in a high-
level language (i.e., Python) and (2) specify which traffic flows should be routed
through sequences of these functions. A programmer may implement (or reuse)
specific functions as elements (a programming model that takes inspiration from
Click [96]) and specify sequences of elements that should operate on specific
portions of flowspace.
• Runtime. Slick’s runtime scalably and efficiently implements the programming
abstraction we have designed by decomposing network-wide packet processing
into constituent functions and placing those functions at appropriate locations
in the network. In contrast to existing approaches, which consider placement
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in the absence of steering [98, 133, 137], or vice versa [68, 71, 90], Slick takes
a holistic approach, performing both placement of modular packet-processing
elements and steering of traffic through those elements.
In contrast to NFV—which concerns the instantiation and management of exist-
ing monolithic middleboxes in virtual machines—Slick allows the placement of fine-
grained functions, specified as elements that the programmer can write in a high-level
programming language (e.g., Python), making the placement of these functions more
nimble, taking better advantage of available network resources, and allowing potential
reuse and sharing of network functions that are applied to traffic. Slick determines
how many instances of each element should be instantiated and where individual ele-
ments should be placed (“placement”), as well as which traffic flows to direct through
specific element instances (“steering”). Slick elements can be reconfigured at run-
time after they are installed, and Slick policies can specify that placement or steering
should change at runtime, in response to triggers from the network. For example, a
middlebox that checks DNS requests against a blacklist could trigger all of the user’s
traffic to be steered through the closest deep-packet inspection element.
We develop several placement and steering algorithms and evaluate them on enter-
prise and data-center network topologies. Our evaluation shows that Slick’s heuristics
can achieve near-optimal network bandwidth utilization on many network topologies
and can reduce the average link utilization compared to an approach that only uses
consolidation by as much as a factor of two.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides and overview
of the Slick architecture and its use case in real network. In section 6.3 we describe
the Slick programming abstraction and how it can be used to write network functions
and then program them inside the network. We finish this chapter with summary of
the Slick programming abstraction in section 6.5.
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6.2 Slick
In this section, we present an overview of Slick, describe a motivating example (and
explain why this example is difficult to implement in existing NFV architectures),
and describe Slick’s programming model and runtime.
6.2.1 Overview
Figure 38 illustrates Slick’s architecture. The Slick controller runs an application
that specifies a sequence of elements that should process a particular portion of flow
space. An application specifies which traffic should flow through specific sequences
of elements. The Slick controller supports these applications by deploying elements
(on top of a shim on each machine) and installing forwarding rules in the switches
to direct traffic through particular sequences of elements. The controller instantiates
functions on machines and installs forwarding rules in switches to steer traffic towards
those machines. The Slick runtime takes a high-level policy and determines the
number of element instances to deploy (and where to deploy them) to ensure that
no single element or network link is overloaded and that traffic sees good end-to-end
performance. Given values for each packet-header field, the controller determines the
sequence of elements that should be applied to a particular flow and installs flow
table modifications into corresponding switches to ensure that the respective flow is
forwarded through the corresponding sequence of element descriptors.
Motivating Example. Suppose an operator configures the network so that all
Web traffic traverses an intrusion detection system (IDS) [120,142]. The application
specifies that all Web traffic (i.e., TCP traffic with port 80) flows through an IDS
element, with all packets of a TCP connection in both directions traversing the same
element. The controller deploys one or more IDS elements in the network and installs
rules in the switches to direct port-80 traffic through the element. As traffic demand
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Figure 38: Slick architecture. A programmer writes a Slick program that runs at the con-
troller, which in turn installs elements (i.e., high-level functions) on machines in the net-
work (placement) and installs forwarding rules on switches to direct traffic flows through
sequences of elements (steering).
increases, any single IDS element may become overloaded; at this point, the Slick
controller instantiates a second IDS element and splits the port-80 traffic over two
IDS elements, taking care to ensure that ongoing TCP connections complete at the
original IDS element and only new flows traverse the second element. If the traffic
demand decreases to the levels from before the controller added additional elements
and all flows through the first IDS element expire, the controller reclaims resources by
removing that IDS element instance. Over time, the controller monitors the machine
and network load, adjusting the traffic splitting and routing to minimize congestion.
The IDS itself might inspect network traffic and perform deep-packet inspection (DPI)




Each network function corresponds to a software element. An element may be con-
figured either at initialization time or dynamically; it may also generate an event
stream that sends events to the controller. A Slick control application specifies a
high-level policy, indicating which traffic flows should traverse a particular sequence
of elements (e.g., packets with destination port 80 should traverse a firewall followed
by a transcoder); an operator can write such a policy independently of the network
topology or where the elements are installed.
Slick supports modular, composable elements that permit reuse across many ap-
plications; each element also supports dynamic configuration and supports sending
events to the Slick controller that might subsequently affect its operation. Slick ele-
ments are inspired by elements in Click modular routers [96], from which we derive
Slick’s name. In this section, we describe how to program functions and applications,
detailing the interfaces they expose and the abstractions presented to them.
6.3.1 Writing Slick Elements
Slick elements run on machines; an element can be an arbitrary executable and may
also have state. Elements process packets, handle configuration requests from appli-
cations, and send events to the controller.
Element methods. When a controller first installs an element on a machine, it
invokes the element’s init() method. As packets destined for that element arrive at
the machine, the element’s process_pkt() method is called; this method can perform
arbitrary packet processing. An element can also be configured dynamically by the
controller: the configure() method allows the controller to dynamically reconfigure
network elements. This method also allows a controller to update an element’s in-
ternal state; for example, a firewall element could accept new rules via configure().
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1 class Logger(Element):
2 def __init__(self, shim, ed):
3 Element.__init__(self, shim, ed )
4 self.file_handle = None
5
6 def init(self, params):
7 filename = params["file_name"]
8 filename += str(self.ed)
9 if(filename):
10 self.file_handle = open(filename, ’a+’, 0)
11
12 def process_pkt(self, packets):
13 for buf in packets:
14 flow = self.extract_flow(buf)
15 self.file_handle.write(str(flow) + ’\n’)
16 return packets
Figure 39: The Logger element logs all packets it receives. (We have elided the element’s
shutdown method for clarity.)
Finally, an element can issue asynchronous, distributed triggers that allows it to send
events to the controller. The raise_trigger() method accepts arbitrary inputs and
delivers them to the controller (who, as we will see, delivers them to the proper appli-
cations’ trigger handlers). Figure 39 shows an example of a simple Slick element that
logs all packets that it sees. The init() method (lines 6–10) performs any operations
that should be called when the element is initialized (in this case, opening a file); the
process_pkt() method (lines 12–16) is invoked whenever the element sees a packet.
Two properties of the Element class design make it easy to reuse elements across
applications. First, elements need not specify the traffic flows that they process; an
element simply processes any flow that is passed to it. Second, elements are agnostic
about what application is invoking them. For example, the TriggerAll element sends
an event to the controller, and any control application that registers for these events
will receive them. Because any element implementation is agnostic about both the
subset of traffic that it will operate on and the applications that will instantiate it,
any given element implementation can be reused across a wide variety of applications.
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6.3.2 Programming Slick Applications
Slick applications run at the controller. These control applications specify a sequence
of elements that should process a given portion of flow space (e.g., send all port 53
traffic through a Logger element).
Instantiating elements. An application specifies a portion of flow space and ap-
plies that flow to a particular element/elements using the apply_elem() method.
Applying an element to a portion of flow space causes the controller to install that
element at the appropriate locations in the network.
Figure 40a shows an example HttpLogger control application. Lines 7–9 specify
that the controller should ensure that Logger (Figure 39) operates on all traffic with
destination port 80, and to supply http.log as its input parameter (which will set
the log’s filename). The apply_elem() method (Line 10) takes as inputs the flow to
which an element should be applied, the name of the element, and an optional set
of parameters to send to those elements’ init() method. Each call to apply_elem()
creates a new instance of the specified elements.
A Slick application may create multiple instances of multiple elements. For ex-
ample, the HttpLogger application could have made another call to apply_elem()
on all port 443 traffic with another Logger function to also log HTTPS traffic. The
apply_elem() method returns a unique element descriptor for each instantiated ele-
ment, to allow the controller to configure these elements after installation time, and
to process triggers.
Interacting with elements. An application can also interact with any installed
element after the element has been installed in the network. Applications use con-
figure() with the corresponding element descriptor to send arbitrary configuration
messages to Slick controller, which will ultimately result in a call to that element
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1 class HttpLogger(Application):
2 def __init__(self, controller , ad):
3 Application.__init__(self, controller , ad)
4
5 def init(self):
6 parameters = [{"file_name":"/tmp/http_log_mach"}]
7 flow = self.make_wildcard_flow()
8 flow[’tp_dst’] = 80
9 flow[’nw_proto’] = 6
10 ed = self.apply_elem(flow, ["Logger"], parameters)
11 if(self.check_elems_installed(ed)):
12 self.installed = True
(a) Logging all port-80 traffic at in-network traffic elements.
1 class HttpLoggerViaTrigger(Application):
2 def __init__(self, controller , ad):
3 Application.__init__(self, controller , ad)
4
5 def init(self):
6 flow = self.make_wildcard_flow()
7 flow[’tp_dst’] = 80
8 flow[’nw_proto’] = 6
9 self.ed = self.apply_elem(flow, ["TriggerAll"])
10 if(self.check_elems_installed(self.ed)):
11 self.installed = True
12 self.file_handle=open("http.log", ’a’)
13
14 def handle_trigger(self, ed, msg):
15 if(ed in self.ed):
16 self.file_handle.write(str(msg))
(b) Logging all port 80 traffic at the controller.
Figure 40: Two implementations of HttpLogger that perform logging in different loca-
tions.
instance’s configure(). When an element sends a trigger to the controller, the con-
troller calls the corresponding application’s handle_trigger() method and passes it
two values:the descriptor of the element that raised the trigger and any associated
data. HttpLoggerViaTrigger in Figure 40b applies the TriggerAll element (which
simply raises a trigger for every packet) to all HTTP traffic; handle_trigger() will
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thus be called with each HTTP packet sent in the network.
Choosing where functions are performed. Figures 40a and 40b illustrate how
Slick’s programming model allows a programmer to chose where processing takes
place: (1) HttpLogger places all the work in the in-network machine by having the
Logger element capture and log all of the packets to file; (2) HttpLoggerViaTrigger
uses the TriggerAll element to cause the controller to log all packets at the con-
troller application. These implementations represent two extreme design points. The
first approach places all processing at the elements themselves, which is similar to
how middleboxes operate today. This approach scales well, depending on where ele-
ments are installed in the network. The latter approach places all processing at the
controller, which can introduce a bottleneck at the controller.
Building applications from multiple elements. Slick applications can also de-
fine interactions between multiple elements. Figure 41 shows a BlacklistDropper
application, which also illustrates the use of raise_trigger() and configure() in the
DNSBlacklist element. The application applies DNSBlacklist element to all out-
going DNS traffic (line 5), which raises a trigger whenever it detects a DNS lookup
to a blacklisted domain (lines 23–28). When the application receives this trigger, it
installs the DropAll element that simply drops all packets (lines 11–14), applying it
to all subsequent traffic from the host that initiated the DNS lookup (line 14).
Slick also allows element chains, enabling sequential processing of packet flows by
the elements in the chain. For example, to log all the port 80 traffic and subsequently
drop all the traffic, we can modify (line 10) in Figure 40a as follows:
eds = self.apply_elem(flow, ["Logger", "DropAll"], parameters)
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1 class BlacklistDropper(Application):
2 def init(self, blacklist):
3 flow = self.make_wildcard_flow()
4 flow[’tp_dst’] = 53
5 eds = self.apply_elem(flow, ["DnsDpi"])
6 if(self.check_elems_installed(eds)):
7 self.installed = True
8 droppers = list()
9
10 def handle_trigger(self, ed, trigger):
11 if(trigger[’type’] == ’BlacklistedQuery’):
12 src_flow = self.make_wildcard_flow()
13 src_flow[’nw_src’] = trigger[’src_ip’]






20 def init(self, blacklist):
21 self.blacklist = blacklist
22
23 def process_pkt(self, pkts):
24 domain, src_ip = extract_dns_domain(pkts)
25 if(domain in self.blacklist):
26 self.raise_trigger(self.ed,
27 {’type’ : ’BlacklistedQuery’,
28 ’src_ip’ : src_ip })
29 return pkts
30
31 def configure(self, params):
32 if(params[’command’] == ’set−blacklist’):
33 self.blacklist = params[’blacklist’]
Figure 41: Slick applications can use triggers to asynchronously compose elements.
Element descriptors disambiguate multiple instances of the same element.
6.4 Implementation
We have implemented this programming abstraction using Python programming lan-
guage. Slick applications, elements, shim layer and communication mechanisms are
implemented using same language but we believe that the programming abstraction is
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general enough that it can be implemented in any other programming language such
as C, C++, Java etc. Here we note that the applications and elements don’t need
to be written in same programming language and they can be written in different
programming languages. In following sections we provide further details:
6.4.1 Elements and Applications
To demonstrate the flexibility and generality of Slick’s programming model, we have
implemented nearly 15 elements, which we have incorporated into several real-world
applications. The Slick elements provide functions at different granularities and levels
of complexity. These function include network traffic logging, TCP Stream analysis
to detect OS and browsers, DNS deep packet inspection, encryption, decryption,
compression, and decompression. The applications we have implemented include a
traffic quarantine application that is triggered by DNS-based traffic monitoring and
an application firewall.
6.4.2 Shim.
The Slick shim layer makes it possible to deploy and decommission elements at run-
time and also includes a virtual switch to multiplex and de-multiplex traffic through
these elements. The shim also allows Slick to marshal control messages between Slick’s
control applications running on the controller and the elements. Control messages
and triggers between applications and the controller are encapsulated in JSON and
sent over TCP connections.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter we have presented an abstraction that can be used to program network
functions without worrying about their deployment. There are two main parts of this
programming abstraction, Slick element abstraction and Slick application abstraction.
Slick element abstraction allows programming of network functions without worrying
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about the context where they’ll be deployed. Slick’s element programming abstraction
can be used to add data plane functions inside the network. The rationale behind
Slick’s element programming abstraction is to enable the network function writer to
focus more on the functionality that he/she wants to add inside the network instead
how the function will interact with underlying physical hardware.
Once the element code is written, Slick’s application programming abstraction
can be used to deploy the function code inside the data plane. In next chapter
we discuss how the programming abstraction can be supported by a runtime that
employs different algorithms to deploy new functions/enhancements to network data






The Slick runtime using Slick controller maps a control application’s high-level policy
to the available pool of network resources (i.e., available network bandwidth and com-
putational elements). Given a high-level policy, the controller determines how many
instances of each element to deploy and where to place or migrate them (placement).
The controller also determines the paths that each traffic flow should take through
the network so that traffic flows are processed by the correct sequence of elements and
also experience good end-to-end performance (steering). The controller must adapt
to topology changes and machine failures, as well as shifts in load and changes in the
high-level policy. A shim on each machine allows the controller to interact with the
elements (e.g., to configure the element and receive triggers, shown in § 6.3).
The Slick controller maps each new flow to elements that are installed on machines
in the network and keeps an updated view of what resources are available on each
machine. Instead of performing a single optimization given resources and traffic flows,
the Slick controller performs a continuous incremental optimization that minimizes
changes to the installed configuration and ongoing network traffic flows.
Rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.2 we show how network
functions can be deployed inside the network using different placement algorithms
and present multiple heuristics that can be used to minimize the overall network
resource utilization while placing network functions. In section 7.3 we present an
overlay network abstraction that can be used to steer traffic through the data plane
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Table 11: How different placement heuristics help achieve Slick objectives.
Heuristic Reduce b/w utilization Reduce resource utilization Reduce Latency
Consolidation Yes Yes Yes
Inflation Yes Yes
functions/enhancements already placed inside the network. Section 7.4 briefly de-
scribes how end to end connectivity is provided in Slick runtime. In section 7.5 we
present the implementation of Slick runtime that uses Slick placement,steering and
routing modules to deploy network functions. In section 7.6 we then present evalua-
tion of Slick’s placement and steering algorithms and its controller’s performance on a
variety of network topologies. We finish this chapter with its summary in section 7.7.
7.2 Placement
The controller’s placement algorithm determines the machines in the network where
element instances should be installed. The placement algorithm may ultimately place
multiple instances of the same element at different places in the network, and a single
machine may also host multiple elements.
Placement aims to place instances of elements at various machines in the network
to ensure that flows are processed by their corresponding element sequences while
using a reasonable amount of bandwidth and machine resources and ensuring a low-
latency end-to-end path. Slick uses an inflation heuristic to reduce the overall network
bandwidth required to support element sequences and a consolidation heuristic to
reduce both the utilization on individual links and the number of overall machines
required to host element instances. Table 11 summarizes how different heuristics
help achieve different placement goals or have no impact on Slick’s goals. Placement
applies these two heuristics in order: the controller first decides whether (and how) to
consolidate elements on physical machines; second, the controller determines where




Figure 42: When making placement decisions, the Slick controller must determine
whether to consolidate multiple elements on a single machine or distribute those elements
across multiple machines in the network or use a combination of the two.
Step 1: Consolidating elements. When we have more than one element that
should operate sequentially on a certain flow space, the first step is to decide whether
we should consolidate contiguous elements onto a single machine, or if we should
distribute them across multiple machines. Consider the network in Figure 42, which
shows two possible configurations in which a chain of two elements can be deployed.
We define an inflation factor as log(fout/fin), where fin and fout are the input and
output traffic volumes, respectively. The intuition for consolidation is that elements
with negative inflation factor should be placed closer to sources, and elements with
positive inflation factor should be placed closer to destinations. For any ordered list
of elements (E1, . . . , En), we can decide places to “break” the list into any number of
sub-lists, where each sub-list is placed on a single machine.
We can define the inflation factor of a machine m, λm, as the sum of all of the in-
flation factors of the respective elements placed on that machine. A negative inflation
factor thus means that the consolidated elements on that node decrease overall traffic,
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Table 12: The inflation heuristic helps determine whether an element should be placed













Deep Packet Inspection Any
Intrusion Detection Any
Stateful load balance Any
Stateless load balance Any
Encrypt Any
Decrypt Any
and vice versa for a positive inflation factor. Then, for a path of length l, we can
define the inflation for some consolidation along that path p, λp as
∑l
i=1(i− l/2) · λi.
The brute-force consolidation algorithm searches all possible consolidation combina-
tions to minimize total inflation. Given M possible machines on which to place a













Table 12 enumerates some example elements, their inflation factors, and whether
they should be placed closer to source or destination. The priority of placing an
element near sources or destinations can be overridden by Slick application writer.
Step 2: Placing consolidated elements. Once minimum-cost consolidation is
computed, the placement algorithm uses the flow connectivity matrix for each flow
space, where cij is the number of flows from i to j. The placement algorithm identifies












Figure 43: Slick uses a virtual topology with mi elements at each stage i to decide how
to steer traffic from source to destination in the order specified in the Slick application.
places consolidated elements with negative inflation factor on the node of longest
common routing path that is closest to source(s), for elements with positive inflation
factor, the algorithm places the consolidated element on the node of the longest
common routing path that is closest to destination(s).
Elements with inflation factors near zero should be placed at machines that mini-
mize the average path length for all source-destination pairs in the flow space, or that
have the highest betweenness centrality for all source-destination pairs that exchange








where ρsd is the total number of shortest paths between s and d and ρsd(v) is the
number of those paths that pass through vertex v.
7.3 Steering
Given elements placed in the network and a flow that must traverse a sequence of
elements, the steering module determines the specific sequence of element instances
that a given flow should pass through. If there are multiple instances of a particular
element, the steering module determines which element instance should be used to
send traffic through a particular sequence of elements. The steering module acts on
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a virtual topology that includes the elements and the connectivity between them.
Steering determines, for each portion of flow space, the specific sequence of element
instances that should be used to process traffic for that flow. Recall that any given
element might be installed in more than one place in the network; steering thus
determines the instances of each element that traffic for a particular flow space should
be routed through. Slick performs steering by constructing a virtual topology that
represents the sources, destinations, and possible sequences of element instances at
each stage of an element sequence; given this virtual topology, it computes a lowest
cost path through the corresponding sequence of elements, for each portion of flow
space. We describe this process in more detail below.
A Slick program determines the sequence of elements for each corresponding part
of flow space; each element may have multiple instances in the network. Given an
element sequence {E1, . . . , En} for some portion of flow space, where any Ei may have
multiple instances, Slick must be able to steer each traffic flow through any instance
of each element in the sequence.
To help Slick compute the appropriate sequence of element instances for each por-
tion of flow space, we represent the set of all element instances as a virtual topology,
as shown in Figure 43. Traffic from s to d is routed through one instance of Ei, in
order, from Ei to En. Each edge in the virtual topology has a weight that corresponds
to the sum of the physical network distance multiplied by the anti-log of the inflation
factor. This gives us weight of each virtual edge based on the physical network topol-
ogy and inflation factor of the element instances. For a flow to which n elements are
to be applied, this graph takes O(n +
∏n
i=1mi) time to construct, where mi is the
number of element instances at stage i. Given this virtual topology, Slick computes
the shortest weighted path from s to d.
To avoid overloading specific element instances, Slick removes machines from the
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virtual topology if their load exceeds some operator-specified threshold. If no ma-
chines that host instances of some element Ei have spare capacity (again, determined
by an operator-specified threshold), the Slick controller will provision another instance
of the element on a new machine with the help of the placement module.
7.4 Routing
Given a specific sequence of element instances to forward traffic through, the routing
module installs flow table entries into switches to ensure that a traffic flow follows a
specific path between each pair of installed elements in an element sequence. It enables
the steering module to implement asymmetric steering such that ingress and egress
paths of the same flow can be asymmetric [134]. It also provides Slick runtime with
network link information and placement module about the active switches generating
traffic for a given flow space. Slick’s routing module simply implements shortest-path
routing between two element instances, although the module itself provides for other
possible routing decisions between pairs of elements.
7.5 Implementation
We implemented Slick in about 15,000 lines of Python, with Slick’s controller built on
top of POX [124] controller as an SDN application. About half of the code involves
the basic controller functions, such as communication with elements and interfacing
to placement and steering modules, as well as the element shim as shown in Figure 44.
The remainder of the code includes several elements and reference applications that
use them.
The controller implementation includes functions to discover topology and ma-
chine resources, as well as the runtime that implements placement, steering and rout-
ing.
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Figure 44: The Slick runtime operates on top of an existing SDN controller (in our im-
plementation, POX), and hosts applications that specify functions that should operate on
different parts of flow space. The controller installs and configures elements on machines
in the network, which interface to the controller via a shim (Placement). The controller
also uses a wire protocol (e.g., OpenFlow) to configure flow-table entries in switches to
steer traffic through the appropriate elements installed on machines (Steering).
7.5.1 Discovery
The Slick controller must discover both the network topology, the machines in the
network that can host packet processing elements, and the current network conditions
(e.g., available network resources, current machine load). It discovers topology using
a link-layer discovery protocol (e.g., LLDP) and machine resources through a custom
resource discovery protocol.
Network topology and congestion. Network switches and servers are discovered
using OpenFlow’s link-layer discovery protocol (LLDP). The controller maintains a
network map that includes a mapping of element instances (each of which is identified
by an element descriptor) to its location in the network topology, as well as a mapping
between the MAC addresses that the controller knows about and their corresponding
IP addresses. The controller also periodically polls the traffic load of each network
link and the amount of traffic that each element is processing.
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Machine resources. Each Slick machine runs a shim layer that registers with
the Slick controller; the controller keeps track of the available machines on which
it can install elements. Each machine’s shim has a configuration file that contains
information about that machine’s available resources and any other constraints that
exist; this specification ensures that the controller only installs elements on machines
that have both the capability and the available resources to perform the corresponding
processing (e.g., a configuration might ensure that a certain encryption element is only
installed on machines with the corresponding hardware acceleration for cryptographic
operations). These specifications also include various other parameters including the
number, types, and speeds of the processors on the machine, available storage, and
the operating system type and version of the machine.
Network model and overlay network abstraction. Using information about
available machines and link loads, the controller builds a network model to per-
form operations including (1) finding machines that can host a particular element
(for placement); (2) finding machines where specific elements have been installed;
(3) avoid routing new traffic flows through either congested links or loaded elements.
Ultimately, the controller uses these functions to construct an overlay network for
each network policy that includes the elements that are pertinent to any particular
flow space.
Using knowledge of the underlying network topology and machine resources, Slick
places elements and maintains an overlay network topology that abstracts the physical
topology. Each policy has a corresponding overlay network topology; the steering
module uses this overlay network to find, for each flow, the shortest path between the
source and destination that traverses a particular sequence of elements.
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7.5.2 Runtime
We implemented a variety of placement, steering, and routing algorithms in Slick.
Slick implements several placement algorithms, including placing elements on k ran-
dom machines in the network, placing nodes according to centrality, placing elements
on compatible machines in a round-robin fashion, and weighting placement according
to centrality on a graph with nodes weighted according to traffic load. Each placement
algorithm is several hundred lines of Python. Slick implements steering according to
random paths through the virtual topology (Figure 43), shortest hop count through
the topology, and two different shortest paths through the virtual topology: one
based purely on link weights, and another where link weights are assigned according
to traffic loads. Each steering algorithm is between about 50 and 200 lines of Python.
Routing is based on shortest paths in the underlying topology through the sequence
of elements that steering selects; for this function, we were mainly able to rely on path
setup functions in POX, but we also implemented a mechanism to route on shortest
paths through the underlying topology. Slick’s routing algorithm generates microflow
forwarding table entries, which creates the potential for a large number of flow-table
entries. Other work has explored ways to reduce the number of flow tables installed
in switches, and Slick may be able to exploit these techniques [63,125].
7.6 Evaluation
We evaluate Slick using Mininet [80] emulations for a variety of traffic matrices and
topologies. We address the following questions: (1) What is the performance of Slick’s
placement and steering algorithms? (2) How efficiently does Slick place network
elements and steer traffic through these elements? (3) How close are Slick’s placement
and steering algorithms to the optimal solution? (4) How does Slick generalize across
different types of network topologies?
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7.6.1 Experiment Setup
We evaluate Slick using the Mininet network emulator [80]. We opted for evaluating
Slick using emulation rather than simulations or testbeds because emulations allow
us to evaluate Slick under a variety of network topologies and with a variety of
traffic matrices while ensuring that our results faithfully replicate the dynamics of
real networks. We ran the Slick controller on one virtual machine and performed
network emulation using Mininet on another. Each virtual machine had eight cores
assigned and both VMs were running on a server with 16 cores(Intel Xeon E5620 @
2.40GHz) and 24 GB RAM. The Mininet emulator limits our evaluations to topologies
with less than 60 switches. For all evaluations, we use the applications and elements
discussed in Section 4.4.
Topology. To demonstrate Slick’s generality, we emulate a number of network
topologies representing data-centers and enterprise networks. We evaluate Slick using
a Fat Tree [18] network and using a canonical tree topology that is representative of
small data centers [27] and enterprise networks [92]. In each topology, we assume
that a Slick machine is attached to all switches within the network, so each machine
that is attached to a switch can also host Slick elements. For all the experiments we
use fat-tree with 20 (K=4) switches and tree topologies with 3 tiers and 15 nodes,
except where stated otherwise.
Traffic Matrices. We evaluate Slick using a combination of two types of traffic
matrices. (1) East-West traffic, emulating machine-to-machine traffic patterns which
are prevalent in modern data-centers [27], (e.g., MapReduce workloads). This traf-
fic matrix generates traffic solely between end hosts within the same network; and
(2) North-South traffic, emulating user-to-server traffic patterns that exist in a number
of networks including data centers, enterprise campus networks, and WAN. Traffic
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is between servers at the edge and the core-devices which act as a gateway to the
Internet.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate Slick’s effects on data-plane resource utilization
and the performance of the Slick controller. First, we study the effects of Slick’s
programming model and algorithms on the overall network data plane utilization
(Section 7.6.2). We show how using Slick’s programming model and algorithms can
help efficient implementation of Slick policies. To evaluate the efficiency of Slick’s
implementation of network policies, we focus on the following metrics: the sum of the
average link utilizations (aggregate average network bandwidth), which allows us to
understand the efficiency of the different algorithms; path length, which allows us to
understand the impact of the different algorithms on the performance of individual
flows; and link utilization, which also allows us to understand the effects of different
algorithms on network traffic aggregates. In Section 7.6.3, we study the effects of
network size, the length of Slick element chains, and the number of Slick element
instances on the performance of the Slick controller.
7.6.2 Efficiency
We now evaluate the outcomes of the placement and steering that Slick computes. In
doing so, we focus on evaluating Slick’s performance against an Optimal algorithm,
which provides an upper bound on Slick’s performance; and a Random algorithm,
which provides a reasonable lower bound on Slick’s performance. The Random place-
ment algorithm randomly places elements and Random steering algorithm randomly
chooses which traffic to steer through which elements, while the Optimal algorithm
assumes that all elements are placed at all locations and that each node has infi-
nite capacity, thus eliminating the need for placement and steering. The Optimal
algorithm ensures that the shortest paths are used at the cost of employing more
elements.
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Figure 45: Network utilization under different algorithms: Slick, Random, and Optimal.
We have evaluated Slick, Random, and Optimal algorithms under all topologies
and traffic matrices. Due to space constraints, we focus on the results from the
largest emulations, but the results from smaller experiments are qualitatively similar.
In Figure 45, we present the total bandwidth utilization from running the three
algorithms on the tree topology and fat-tree topologies. The Tree1 and Fat-tree-1
experiments make decisions on four different flow spaces, which have both East-
West and North-South traffic flows. We deploy four element chains with one to
two elements in each chain. For each flow space, all of the sources are clustered
in single rack and all of the destinations of a flow space are in single switch rack.
In the Tree2, Tree3, Fat-Tree-2, and Fat-tree-3 setups, sources and destinations are
randomly distributed across the network. Tree2 and Fat-tree-2 have eight randomly
selected source destination pairs and Tree3 and Fat-Tree-3 have sixteen randomly
selected source destination pairs.
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Figure 46: Comparison of Slick placement with Random and Optimal placement algo-
rithms.
Slick consistently outperforms Random varying between 20% and 120%. Inter-
estingly, for the traffic matrices where sources are clustered in single rack as well as
destinations, (tree-1, fat-tree1 in Figure 45), Slick performs within 5% of Optimal.
For topologies where sources and destinations are randomly distributed across the
network, Slick performs between Random and Optimal: consistently reducing the
performance gap between Optimal and Random by half.
We also examine the link utilizations, path lengths, and number of element in-
stances in the resulting solutions (Figure 46a and Figure 46b). Although Slick has
comparable path lengths (Figure 46b) and number of elements as Random (Slick and
Random use one element instance and Optimal uses 20 element instances for the Fat-
Tree topology), Slick achieves much lower link utilization than Random for the same
number of element instances. The link utilizations that Slick achieves are comparable
to those achieved by Optimal. Moreover, Optimal can only maintain shorter paths at
the cost of deploying significantly more elements: In this experiment, Optimal uses N
times more elements than Slick, where N is the number of switches in the topology.
Comparison to CoMB’s “Strict” Consolidation. Slick uses inflation rates to
guide consolidation and placement. CoMB [133]) also utilized consolidation as a way
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to reduce overall network utilization. CoMB argues for a strict consolidation, which
always consolidates all elements in a chain onto one machine. We examine network
utilization under CoMB and Slick’s consolidation techniques and show that using
inflation rates to guide consolidation can significantly reduce network utilization.
We observe that while both consolidation techniques perform comparable, there
are situations when Slick consolidation outperforms CoMB’s strict consolidation, re-
ducing overall utilization by up to 50%. We examine the different element chains and
observe that strict consolidation does not perform as well when chains contain a com-
bination of elements with inflation factor > 0 and inflation factor < 0. In these cases,
strict consolidation fails to account for the inflation factors and the resulting transfor-
mation in traffic that increase network utilization (e.g., a decompressor/encryption
element that increases the overall data transmitted).
7.6.2.1 General Scaling Properties
We evaluate Slick on scenarios that involve processing a different number of unique
flow spaces and a random distribution of traffic sources and destinations.
Number of distinct flow spaces. Figure 47 shows the aggregate average band-
width utilization for Slick placement and steering with varying number of flow spaces.
We use a tree topology; in each run, we increase the number of flow spaces and appli-
cations and introduce an element chain in the network. We can see with increasing
number of flow spaces Slick placement consistently performs within 10–15% of Opti-
mal placement and outperforms Random placement for varying number of flow sizes.
In all these experiment runs Optimal had 15 more copies of element instances than
Random and Slick, corresponding to the number of switches in the network. Each
flow space had four to eight sources and four to eight destinations in it but all the
sources and destinations in each flow space were non-overlapping.
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Figure 47: Slick placement performance with increasing number of unique flow spaces
that the application processes.
Increasing Source Destination Pairs. In above experiment the intersection of
sources and destinations was an empty set for all the flow spaces but both East-West
and North-South traffic pattern were present in them. In Figure 48, we present the
aggregate average bandwidth utilization for the Slick algorithms with varying number
of distributed switches all across the networks such that the intersection of source and
destination switches can or cannot be an empty set. This experiment also has both
North-South and East-West traffic flows. We use fixed tree and Fat-Tree topologies.
Here we use a simple application with only one flow space. We deploy this application
in both Tree and Fat-Tree topologies. For each experiment iteration, we randomly
select source destination pairs and generate traffic between them. We increase the
number of randomly selected host pairs from 1 to 16. As we can see that for both
Tree 48a and Fat-Tree 48b topologies the Slick placement algorithm performance
starts decreasing with increasing number of randomly distributed hosts. But for both
topologies Slick placement consistently performs better than Random placement and
in many cases performs comparably to Optimal.
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Figure 48: Effect of different placement algorithms on traffic distribution, for different
numbers of random source-destination pairs.














(a) Network Link Utilization.
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Figure 49: Quantifying the benefits of Slick’s different algorithms.
7.6.2.2 Individual Placement and Steering Algorithms
We quantify the benefits of each of Slick’s placement and steering algorithms by eval-
uating different combinations of placement and steering algorithms: (Slick,Random),
a version of Slick with our placement algorithms but with Random steering; (Opti-
mal, Slick) a version of Slick with our steering algorithm but the optimal placement;
and (Slick,Slick) a version of Slick with Slick’s placement and steering algorithms.
In Figure 49, we compare the link utilization and path lengths for the different
algorithms. Figure 49 shows that Slick’s steering algorithm contributes significantly
to Slick’s improvement’s over random by providing reductions of both the median and
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Table 13: Effect of network topology size on Slick’s steering and placement algorithms.




99th percentile path lengths (19%,30%) and link utilization (37%,34%) over random
steering. We used a Fat-Tree topology. We deploy one element to process traffic of
one flow space; with 16 randomly distributed source destination switch pairs across
the network. The traffic matrix has both East-West and North-South traffic flows.
Figure 49a shows that Slick’s placement results in higher link utilizations in exchange
for deploying fewer element instances. Figure 49b shows that Slick placement places
elements in locations that provide shorter path length by restricting the number of
elements used. In real-world networks, the presence of background traffic may result
in higher overall traffic latencies, but we expect the results to be qualitatively similar;
the respective differences in network performance between different configurations
may be larger, as a result of this increased background traffic.
7.6.3 Controller Performance
We now explore the scalability of Slick’s control plane and examine the different pa-
rameters that can affect its performance. We evaluate how the following dimensions:
a) Network Size; b) Size of elements in a chain; c) Number of Element Instances in
each stage of the chain. affect the run times of Slick’s placement and steering modules.
Network Size and Element Chain Size. To quantify the effects of network
topology and element chain size on the Slick controller’s performance, we run a Slick
control application with multiple flow spaces and element chains on topologies of
varying sizes. From Table 13, we observe that the time for placement is linear as a
function of network size. Similarly, the placement algorithm’s time as well as element
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Figure 50: Effect of element chain size on
Slick algorithms.
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Figure 51: Performance of Slick’s steer-
ing algorithm vs. random steering
instantiation time is impacted by number of elements in the element chain as shown
in Figure 50. Topology size and element chain size both have a profound effect on
the cost of placement. We also show that steering is understandably only impacted
by the number of element instances, as we explain in more detail below.
Element Instances. In this experiment, we fix the network size and size of element
chain and increase the number of element instances that can potentially operate on the
flow space (i.e., more element instances in each stage of Figure 43). As the number of
element instances in the network increases, Slick’s steering algorithm’s computation
time increases linearly, as shown in Figure 51. Since the steering algorithm will
be called only on subset of flow spaces in a network (flows requiring Slick element
processing), the longer time to run the algorithm is less of a concern. Additionally,
Random steering in Figure 51 shows the lower bound for computation time for any
steering algorithm implemented in Slick.
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7.7 Summary
Most work on managing and orchestrating middleboxes has focused on deploying
monolithic middleboxes, rather than deploying individual functions written in a high-
level language. Slick takes the latter approach, representing a departure from exist-
ing designs, which provides the programmer with improved flexibility and scaling
properties. Slick allows a programmer to write a single application that describes a
sequence of processing elements for a given part of flow space, leaving the details of
how those elements are replicated and placed throughout the network to the runtime.
We presented a prototype and displayed the strength of the programming model by
implementing several elements and realistic applications in previous chapter. In this
chapter we have implemented different runtime algorithms that can be used to place
the network elements across the network. We have also implemented multiple traffic
steering algorithm to steer the traffic through network function enhancements while
going from source to destination. We have showed that Slick’s runtime can achieve





In this thesis we have presented multiple techniques that can be used to enhance
capabilities of network data planes using virtualization and software defined network-
ing. The techniques presented here can be used to enhance capabilities of hardware
chips, virtualize packet forwarding devices, improve packet forwarding switches, pro-
vide programming abstractions for the network functions and algorithms to place
these functions and steer traffic through them with minimal impact on network uti-
lization. In following section we summarize the contributions made and then discuss
possible future directions for enhancement of network data plane capabilities.
8.1 Summary of Contributions
In chapter 3 we have displayed how virtualization on hardware chips can be used to
provide support for multiple fast paths on a single chip with given hardware budget.
We have demonstrated how a single FPGA can be programmed to host multiple data
plane protocols side by side that can support both existing protocols and new proto-
cols in network forwarding plane. Apart from hardware virtualization we have shown
how custom software exceptions can be used to perform flexible packet functions in
a virtualized hardware data plane.
In chapter 4 we have discussed how awareness of software virtualization can be
exploited in hardware to support better performance for software based virtualized
packet forwarding devices. In this work, we proposed, designed, implemented a proof
of concept and evaluated it to see how virtualized network interface cards can be
improved to reduce the housekeeping tasks of network I/O fairness for virtual machine
hypervisors [25].
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Software and hardware based approaches to virtualized data planes inside a net-
work are used by different network equipment vendors to support data planes. In
chapter 5 we design, implement and evaluate an architecture that can be used to add
heterogeneous programming elements inside the network data plane. We show how
a single device can provide both forwarding plane and function plane functionalities.
We then present a runtime environment that can be used to program heterogeneous
programming devices with a single programming interface from controller.
In first part of this thesis (chapters 3,4,5) we present techniques to enhance ca-
pabilities of virtualized packet forwarding devices. These enhancements are done at
a single device level. Based on our experiences of these enhancements on packet for-
warding devices we developed a programming abstraction that can be used to add
custom packet processing functions on generalized packet processing machine in a
given network. There are two main purposes of the programming abstraction 1) To
ease the development of network functions for network function writers(Slick element
interface). 2) To ease the deployment of existing network functions(Slick application
interface).
The programming abstraction presented in chapter 6 shows how different packet
processing functions can be written by network programmers and how they can be
deployed by network operators. In chapter 7 we present a runtime that is used to
implement the programming abstraction inside an actual network. We propose and
implement a modular architecture that divides this runtime into three main modules.
We then implement multiple algorithms for each of these modules. We show how
different algorithms and heuristics can be used to reduce network resource utilization
while implementing virtualized network functions on a physical network.
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8.2 Future Directions
Introduction of new functions inside the data plane is an interesting research problem
with its own set of challenges. With traditional packet forwarding devices main
challenges were about packet forwarding speed, resource utilized to forward certain
traffic volume, manageability of packet forwarding devices and complexity of the
functions performed by these packet forwarding devices.
One of the most important question with programmable network functions is
how network operators can program the network functions (both at the device level
and at the network level) so that the performance, function complexity and resource
utilization are at similar level as in the traditional packet forwarding devices/net-
works. Using different semiconductor technologies(FPGA, CPU etc.) combined with
network virtualization and software defined networking this dissertation has shown
how programmable data planes can be achieved while satisfying some of the stan-
dards(performance, flexibility and resource utilization) set forth by traditional packet
forwarding networks.
Achieving performance, flexibility/complexity and resource utilization require-
ments set forth by traditional data planes is only part of the solution for programmable
network functions. Introduction of new functions inside the data plane introduces var-
ious other challenges that need further investigation. Some of these challenges include
but are not limited to security, reliability, stability, debugging suitability of the net-
work enhancements, formal correctness guarantees and compatibility/interoperability
(with existing infrastructure) of network enhancements. We think addressing these
concerns will be a good future direction to achieve programmable data planes that
can be used in real world deployments. Next we discuss how future work can address
these concerns.
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8.2.1 Debugging and Correctness
Implementation and deployment of correct data plane functions are two separate
issues. A data plane function that is implemented correctly and passes all simula-
tion and regression tests might not work or worse might not perform correctly in
real deployment due to various issues. Apart from incorrect functioning of the new
function itself, introduction/removal of a function can result in incorrect behavior for
other functions part of the network function chain. Similarly, a network enhancement
should not impact existing network policies.
An example of a new function enhancement causing problems with existing func-
tions in the network and causing unintended consequences is following: IPv4 specifi-
cation [123] and TRILL Protocol [121] require decrementing TTL(Time to Live) fields
by Routers/RBridges [122] but in a network, a network function(other than Router-
s/RBridges) that modifies the TTL field for either of these protocols can result in
reachability issues (loops and packets drops etc.) and higher bandwidth utilization.
Similarly there is a need to quickly debug issues that can arise due to introduction or
removal of such new functions.
In short, ensuring correctness and debugging of network functions is an important
requirement and research work is needed that can enable confident addition or removal
of functions for network data plane operations.
8.2.2 Security
Introduction or removal of new functions inside the data plane can result in unin-
tended side effects. Apart from correctness issues mentioned earlier introducing new
enhancements can result in network security problems. Data plane enhancements
essentially mean adding new code to data plane functionality but it also means in-
creasing the attack surface for the data planes. Traditional data plane development
using standardization process and network equipment vendor is a long process but
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it means that the standard specifications and developments go through a long peer
reviewing process. It also implies that the data planes are implemented by network
equipment vendors with years of design, development, testing and deployment experi-
ence. Despite this huge set of experience, many times the data plane implementations
are exposed to security attacks [46, 77, 126]. There is a need for research that can
ensure that introduction of new code does not introduce similar security loopholes.
Apart from attacks on data planes, security loopholes in data plane function imple-
mentation can result in end host attacks. Research work that can ensure that new
function code does not increase the potential attack surface and does not weaken the
security of existing infrastructure would be an interesting future work direction.
8.2.3 Reliability and Stability
The traditional vendor based deployments of network equipment meant that correct-
ness, stability and reliability of the network functions was provided by the vendor.
But with recent works in custom data planes [22,32,33,43,56,79] and custom network
functions [21,62,63,102,133] there is a need for the guarantee of correctness of these
functions. Apart from correctness these enhancements need to be stable and reliable
such that they can achieve five nines of reliability.
There has recently been work that has addressed the fault tolerance issues in
software defined networks [44, 95] but most of this work looks at fault tolerance at
the control plane level. One way to look at stability and reliability is to enable
the data plane hardware and software design and implementation to be stable and
reliable enough that it can provide five nines of availability required in computer and
telecommunication networks.
8.2.4 Changing Network Traffic
Changing technology landscape combined with its new use cases results in new net-
work applications and new ways of network traffic generation. Moreover, changes in
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security [143] landscape have renewed emphasis in networking community to encrypt
the data moving in the networks [73,163].
With increased network traffic encryption there is a need for network functions
that can be deployed inside the network without looking inside the packet contents.
There has been recent research into doing deep packet inspection using custom en-
cryption framework [138] but there is a need of research that can support different
network functions(QoS(Quality of Service), DPI(Deep Packet Inspection), Prioritiza-
tion etc.) with new and existing encryption algorithms and protocols.
Apart from encryption, new network applications and application level protocols
keep generating new network traffic patterns. Programmable networks and the tech-
nology used to implement them also need to keep abreast of these applications and
protocols in performance, resource utilization and complexity. In other words, new
applications and changing network traffic will keep on providing interesting research
and development problems for future programmable data planes.
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